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ABSTRACT  

In this thesis a location method in studying seismicity at short 

range (150 km) has been developed by modification of the Hyperbola Method. 

The method employs the use of time-difference charts and three 

methods of producing these charts have been presented. These include 

graphical, analytical-graphical and Computer (map plotting) techniques 

to suit different circumstances. 

The method was applied in locating known events (quarry blasts 

and naval shots) in the LOWNET area and later used in locating, unknown 

events (Natural earthquakes). Events can be located to within several 

hundred meters of the true position. The limitations of the method was 

investigated and the necessary precautions for efficient application 

of the method have been provided. 

P wave data was used exclusively in this research. Residuals 

are expected due to observational errors, to differing geological 

conditions beneath each station and to effects of the source and path 

of the signal. 

Experiments have been done to show how observational errors to 

P readings can be Introduced by frequency filtering to enhance signal 

to noise ratio and the necessary error corrections have been provided. 

In local seismicity studies, with small networks, many research 

workers make no due allowance for effects of variation of structure 

in the location procedure 	In this thesis time terms are used as 

station corrections to P readings to allow for delay imposed by 

structure beneath stations. This measure improves the accuracy of 

the location technique considerably. Improvement over the location 
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method used without time-term corrections ranges between 10% to 65%. 

A variation of the time-term method of analysis was employed to 

permit the use of untimed quarry blasts to yield station time-terms 

which were applied in the corrections. 

However, the time-difference location method developed was mainly 

applied in studying seismicity of the LOWNET area. The operation 

of the LOWNET which acquires seismic data by Frequency Modulated tape 

recording has therefore been presented. 

This location method has been tested in Scotland and has been found 

to provide a convenient, rapid and accurate epicentral determination. 

The method is particularly useful in epicentral determination at short 

notice. 

Following the initial success of the method, a further application 

has been planned for studying the seismicity of the Volta Lake area 

in Ghana. Problems there will provide ideal conditions for the use 

of the time-difference charts. The research there will involve locating 

dam-induced earthquakes which are shallow and of low magnitudes. The 

seismicity of Ghana has therefore been reviewed and compared with that 

of Scotland. Several examples of dam induced earthquakes have been 

cited, and the importance to Ghana of such recent topics as the "New 

Global Tectonics" based on the hypotheses of Continental Drift, Ocean 

Floor Spreading and Transform Fault Theory has been discussed. 

Furthermore, this method could well be applied in studying the 

seismicity of remote areas or developing countries having no modern 

computer facilities. 	The Graphical method can be used to produce 
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the time-difference charts and investigations involving routine 	 iv 

measurements would not be held up for lack of computer facilities, 

and the results and deductions would be accurate and reliable. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The fundamental problem of seismicity studies is based on the location 

technique or the method being used for epicentral determination. After 

an event has been located then routine measurements follow, to determine 

such seismic parameters as magnitude, focal mechanism, depth of focus 

and origin time. 

The problem of epicentral determination has been examined by several 

seismologists who have come out with different methods of solutions. 

Some of these are restricted to the determination of epicenters of near 

earthquakes, others are valid for both near and distant earthquakes while 

some are meant for only distant earthquakes. 

In this thesis we shall consider methods for local or near earth- 

quakes and for that matter seismicity studies at short range, particularly 

in the Midland Valley of Scotland which is the area covered by the 

Scottish Lowlands Network - LONET. 

Both graphical and analrtical procedures are employed in location 

methods. 

Graphical methods are based upon the difference in the arrival times 

of a common phase at the stations in a network or upon time differences 

between P and S waves at each of the stations. 

Analytical methods usually begin with an approximate epicentre and the 

correct solution is obtained by iteration, using the method of least 

squares. 

In this thesis a graphical method has been developed for producing 

time-difference charts which are used in locating events at short range 



within the area covered by the Scottish Lowlands Seismic Network 

(150 km radius). 

Each time difference chart consists of P wave travel time 

difference curves for a pair of stationr4 • At least two charts involving 

three stations, A, B and Cj for example chart I (A and B) and chart 2 

(8 and C) are needed to determine an epicentre. The time-difference 

curves are specifically lines of positions from which the difference 

in travel times to a given pair of stations is the same. 

If three sttcns observe an event then tiro independent values 

of time-difference (at) are yielded. Each At value determines a 

time-difference curve and the intersection of the two time difference 

curves determines the epicentre location. 

The advantage of this method over others is that it can he employed 

without the need for digital computers. it eliminates the assumption 

of an origin time and the determination of S wave arrival time which 

cannot be easily determined. The onset of the S wave is frequently 

hard to read as it is not a first arrival. 

The conventional S-P interval location technique depends on 

successive times of arrival of P and S phases. But the arrival time 

of S phases is not altrays  clear due to residual radiation of P waves. 

Consequently, the accuracy of epicentral determination is affected 

by the misinterpretation of the record and adjustments have to be made 

in the origin times to compensate for errors. 

This time-difference location method is particularly useful for 

application to stall networks like the LOP-,T for epicentral locations 

at short notice. 



The method was originally conceived for application in Ghana 

in studying the seismicity of the Volta Lake area, particularly in 

locating dam induced earthquakes. Factors which called for the method 

are lack of computer facilities; limited trained personnel; location 

of events at short range near the Volta Lake Region; nature of dam 

induced earthquakes which are near-surface or shallow events with low 

magnitudes; limited funds permitting the use of few stations about 

(8) eight in the network and the use of P wave arrival time information 

while employing portab,e Willviore Mk II seismometers. However, the 

location of epicentres outweighs any other seismic consideration. 

Seisniicity studies in developing canntI±es or in remote areas 

where facilities are limited would be much facilitated by employing 

this location method. 

The tint -difference location method has been applied in the LOWNET 

area. it has been found successful and valid for both explosions and 

natural events. 

Accuracy of the order of few hundreds of meters to true positions 

can be achieved with the time-difference charts produced and further 

studies involving theoretical considerations and the underlying structure 

are needed to achieve even more accurate results. Attempt has therefore 

been made to calculate time terms for the LOWNET stations to use as "station 

corrections" to improve the accuracy. 



iI.oaBaciround and Location Methods 

The determination of epicentral locations or earthquake depends on 

having accurate tables of the travel times of seismic phases passing between 

positions or points on the earth's surface. 

Early seismological observations conducted instrumentally started in the 

18th century and since then development of equipment and techniques have made 

it possible for seismologists and earth scientists to acquire more knowledge 

of the structure of the earth f'rn earthquakes. 

In the absence of instrthierital recording, isoseiimal maps have been 

used to determine epicentres but these maps are not adequate for epicentral 

detenthnàtion. They simply show 'the distribution of surface effects. 

About the end of the Nineteenth Centiry, Oldham constructed a table 

of travel times for P waves and Geiger developed a method of determining 

epicentres which uses such a table. 

Jeffreys and. Bullen (1940) produced a set of travel time Cables 

which have been used as standard: ,curves throughout the world until the 

present. J.B. curves are used in routine determination of epicentres 

though recently revisions have been made. 	' 

These tables are applicable to teleseismic work. 

In recent years however, large nelear explosions, standard stations 

and gigantic computers are being used to generate accurate travel times 

but it has been realised that travel times between places on the earth's 

-=face cannot be completely represented by a simple curve of travel time 

versus distance because of regional variations in the crust and upper 

mantle. This problem calls for source and station corrections' 



for P arrivals at the teleseisnic range. Generally, for distances 

less than 200  P arrivals are not reliable when standard curves are 

used. 

For local studies and hence for travel time tables reliable for 

seismicity studies at short range, one should generate travel tines 

pertinent or applicable to the area concerned. Local P travel 

time curves are generally constructed by timing accurately explosions 

of 1noin positions. This procedure had been carried out in Edinburgh 

to yield a P travel time curve for the L0W11ET. 



1.2 Location Methods.for,shortRilnge  

Location techniques for near earthquakes currently used by local 

networks have been ináluded in this section. 

Among analytical methods, many hIpocontre  location programs have 

been developed for locating venti by a least-squares iterative process 

from a net of local stations. (Flinn, 1960, Nordquist 1962, James et al 

1969). 

James et al (1969) attempted to obtain satisfactory hypocentral 

solutions for local South American earthquakes using small network of 

5 to 10 stations by the least squares location technique. When these 

attempts were unsuccessful they questioned the reliability of the technique. 

The iterative least squares procedure, whereby origin time (To), 

Latitude (), Longitude (A) and depth Z are computed as independent 

parameters was found to yield solutions that depend upon the number 

and configuration of the observing stations and also upon the initial 

trial hy-pocontre location. This instability in solutions is shown 

by the fact that different station sub-sets of the observational network 

produce different solutions for the same earthquake. 

James et al (1969)  discovered that the instability in the least 

squares method is due to the following.-- 
a) Variation in structure underneath the different station sub-sets 

of a particular station network. 

b)r The interdependence between the origin time To and the depth Z. 

A sympton of the effect of structure is that when many stations are 

usedin the location, local stations may exhibit large time residuals, 

indicating errors in the computed bypocentre locations. 
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However, James et al (1969) pointed out that the instability in 

solutions-cannot be attributed to data errors and must evolve from the 

least squares' procedure. They developed a variation of the least squares 

procedure by calculating To independently to correct for the mathematical 

instability in the procedure, since the mathematics demand that all 

variables be strictly indeendent. The independent variables D, A, and 

Z arothen calculated by least squares using P wave travel times only. 

S waves are used to provide means of calculating To from the formula 

To = T 	- 	(T8_) 	.................. (1) P  
V 
P 

where T 	arrival time of P wave. 

S - P travel time 

V k = $ - P velocity (T - T ) model 

A 

A = distance between station and epicentre 

V p = P wave velocity 

Unfortunately, S wave onsets cannot be reliably determined so this 

variation cannot be used for accurate work. 

Other workers Including Bolt 1960, Cisternas 1961, seriously studied 

the problems inherent in the location technique by the least squares 

method and have specified conditions to be fulfilled for reliable solutions 

to be achieved. One of these is a large number of stations having good 

azimuthal coverage and range distribution relative to the epicentre. 

In many parts of the world it has been necessary tt seek another 

more stable method of location. 
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Problems existing in the LOWNET with regard to the use of the least 

squares method are: (1) There are few stations (7) seven in all and the 

distribution , cannot provide good azimuthal 

coverage 	The eastern sector of the L0NET 

is largely covered by the seas (Firth of Forth) 

(2) $ wave Onset identification poses a problem, 

becanEe the range in which we are into-rested 

is, short and. B - P phase separation is small. 

The author realising that the odds re against us in the use of 

the least squares method, considered the graphical method, employing 

the P time-difference Hyperbolic charts for teleseisxnic range. This 

method eliminates the assumption of origin time To which has been causing 

the greatest variation in the instability of solutions. Another asset 

in this method Is that S waves are nbt used. 

For the P time-difference Hyperbola Method, spherical geometry 

is used in developing the charts. For the seismicity studies at short 

range (150 km) within the L0WNT, this method was modified and developed 

for flat earth ignoring the curvature effects of the earth. P time-

:difference curves were therefore drawn for the station pairs with the 

(7) seven stations in the net, yielding 21 single charts. 

Recently, a method has been developed for locating local events 

within small networks. (Crampiri 1970). Here the travel time equations 

are derived from the geometric ray paths in a known structure, modified 

by the time term at each point. Time terms may be used to provide 

for local variation in structure which has not been considered by most 

v&kers. The program, using this method has been employed to locate 
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events in Scotland. 1oveve, one needs at least 5 stations 

the eu'snt for the program to work etfieient1y 

To improve the location technique vith the time-difference chart S, 

time terms have been calculated for the LOWNET stations to be used as 

"station corrections" to P travel time readings.  
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1.3; Outline ofr 

This work. is divided into three main parts. The first part deals 

with the principal objective of this research which is to use time-difference 

charts in a graphical location method, to study the seismicity of the 

LOOM, . 

In Chapter 2 therefore is presented the principal part of this 

thesis .The development of the method and the techniques used in producing 

the time-difference charts. chapter 3, deals with the application of 

the Time-difference Charts in the LOWNET and preliminary results and 

accuracy. 

The second part deals with problems which affect the accuracy of 

this location technique. 

In Chapter 1  is presented the description of the LOWNET and its 

operation showing how the seismic data is acquired by use of Frequency 

Modulated techniques. P wave travel times are used exclusively in 

this research and so problems relating to Noise Levels and Dangers 

in filtering noise have been demonstrated in Chapter 5. 

Many location techniques don't me due allowance for any variation 

of structure within the network employed. Results in locations would 

be much affected if time-terms are not negligible part of the whole travel 

time. An attempt was made to calculate time terms for LOWNET Stations t  

using a variation of the time-term method for untimed shots., since there 

are more data for untimed shots than are timed shots during the period 

of this research.- esearch. 

The The time-terms are used as error corrections in the location method 

to provide for variation in structure. Chapter 6, is therefore devoted 

to the Time-Term Exercise-in Edinburgh. 



The third part concerns proposed further applications of this 

location method abroad. 

The method has been tested in Sobtland and is successful at hort 

range. A similar approach is planned for Ghana in studying the 

seismicity of the Volta Lake. The time-difference charts could be 

well applied to locate darn induced earthquakes which are shallow 

and of low magnitudes. This research is to he conducted at short 

range in the neighourhood of the Volta Lake. 

The-last Chapter 7, is therefore devoted to a review of the 

seismicity of Ghana compared with the seismicity of Scotland. It 

has been shown how a network of LOWT specifications based on 

Frequency Modulated tape recording can be used in studying the seis-

:niicity of the Volta Lake. Examples of the dangers of darn induced 

earthquakes elsewhere in the world have been shown andthe benefits 

of a seismic network based in Ghana have been indicated. 

An appendix is included giving other supplementary information 

in tables, computer prorus and print outs. 

11 



i.I 	Possible Technigues 
	 12 

All graphical methods have their limitations. The accuracy attained 

depends on how accurate the graphical charts have been made and on their 

scale, as well as how accurate lines are drawn and readings or inter-

polat ions are made. 

Three (3) possible practical procedures were considered in drawing 

the time-difference curves and these were applied. They are as follows:-

1.4.1 

ollows:-

1,.i (a) Graphical Method 

Simple graphical construction of cures can be done manually. This 

has a drawback. It is tedious and time consuming. However, 21 charts 

were drawn for the LOWNET. It should be realised that in places where 

facilities are limited and there is no access to computer, there is no 

alternative. 

Using this method, a time difference table of distances can be 

prepared once, and for all the station pairs. Distances can be read 

off the P travel time curve directly using a scale equivalent to the 

standard map being used (Inch 10 km applicable here). 

For example, if there is a time difference of At sees. between 

stations A, B. If 
AA

is known then the corresponding distance AB 

to satisfy the travel time difference At sees. can be read off the 

P travel time curve. This is a graphical means of solving the 

mathematical equation of the problem. 

Using distances so obtained time difference curves can be 

drawn manually. 

1.I.2(b)Analytical Method 

This can be a combination of analytical co-ordinate geometry and 

graphical work. Here a program can be written to calculate the 



13 
co-ordinates of points on a time difference curve. prom the results 

of the table of co-ordinates for various time differences, points are plotted 

on a graph sheet at the appropriate scale for a particular time-difference. 

These points can be joined to produce the desired curves. A more 

accurate curve is drawn in this way. 

By use of the computer program co-ordinates of points can be 

calculated corresponding to time-differences at full second intervals 

or fractional second intervals, which is an added advantage in this 

approach. 

1-.4.,-3-(c)  calc2 Map Plotter 

Nowadays when electronic computers are gaining an increased 

application in seismology, we are no longer so dependent upon graphical 

methods as earlier. 

Co-ordinates computed from the above program can be presented to 

a computer map plotter available in Edinburgh Regional Computing Centre, 

which can draw curves through plotted points. This map plotter draws 

a fitting curve through four points; the first point is neglected and 

the following four points are taken success fuly. In so doing a complete 

curve can be drawn eventually. 

A tremendous improvement in quality of trace results and better 

curves can be produced. 



CHAPTER 2 
	 14 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHOD 

21 Introduction 

The travel-time difference (at), between any two stations (ftg.l) 

XA(XA, 	and xB(xB, 	from a source x (x, y) can be written as 

t = t -t =d - d 

	

1 	2 	1 	2 	 ....... 	2 

ci 	02 

where t1  and t2  are Poismic travel times, 

where d1  and d2  are distances from the source to the two stations 

XA  and XE;  anil'where c1  and 02  are the velocities between soure and 

stations respectively. If one is concerned with sources on the same 

travel time difference curve, At is constant or: 

Ltt1 t2  =k 	 •*.I... (3) 

Equation (3) is the equation for one of the two branches of a hyperbola. 

In seismic studies, the travel times obtained are for spherical 

distances and equation (3) is taken as one of the branches of a spherical 

hyperbola. 

We have seen therefore that the geometrical locus of possible 

epicentres which correspond to a certain time difference At in the 

arrival times of a common wave (say P) at a pair of stations 

and XE will be hyperbola. The equation of the hyperbola in equation 

(2) can be written as 

	

(XA — x)2 + 	
— 	— 

V-,-",&t 	 Is...... (14) 

where V is the P wave velocity and is constant and XAS 7A are the 

co-ordinates of station XA  and  XE. YB are the co-ordinates of station 



I' 



Equation () is valid only for earthquakes in the crust at small 

distances where the curvature of the earth may be neglected.  

By using a not of at least three stations, it it then possible 

to determine the epicentre as the intersection between the constructed - 

hyperbolas. The solution is single-valued, when at least three 

stations are used. Such a procedure is called the hyperbola method. 

In the general case when E is more than a few degrees, the 

epicentral lines or t1e time difference cur-es will be higher-order 

curves. 
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2.2 Deduction of time-difference sand corresponding distances 

The deduction of time-differences At (0, 1, 2, etc) between 

two stations ZA 	and their corresponding distances 	and 01 

in order to see an event at a point source x (x, y) with a constant 

velocity or different velocities can be done by use of the P travel 

time-distance plot (Fig. 2). 

Using a pre-set distance 	and a convenient increment, we can 

read off and interpolate the corresponding distances A which are 

necessary for the stations to see an event with a constant time difference 

Lt. 

One can always begin from zero km, and work one's way through 

to the end of the range interested in. 

For the L0titET, pro-set distances from zero km to 120 kin were 

used with a constant increment of 5 km. 

AB  values were then read off and where distances were not exact, 

they were carefully interpolated. 

2.2.1 Reading Procedure 

The procedure for this exercise is well explained in Fig. 2. For 

example at a pre-set distance 	20 km for station X from source X, 

when the time difference between the two stations X and XB is one 

second (t = 1 sec.) then station N should be at a distance AB  = 25.5 km 

from the source 	It is the distance AB  which is read off carefully 

from the distance axis of the P travel-time distance plot. 

Similarly, at a pre-set distance of AA  = 30 kin, with a constant 

time difference At = 1, AB  a 35.6 km. In this way, a table of pr-set 

distances A from zero to 120 kin, with corresponding distances AB can 

be set up for a constant time difference At = 1 sec. 

11 
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FIG. 	2.. 	LOWTET P travel time-distanceplot, i11ustrting measurements 

of station distances from source point (epicenter) 



The prbcethie ean be rèeated for constant time differences 

At = 2 sec, At = 3 sec.until the range desired is covered. 

See Table 1. iii appendix for the time difference table constructed 

for the LOWNET.' 

A table of time-differences, pre-set distances and corresponding  

distances can therefore be constructed once, for all the stations. 

The tabulated distances are ialid for the area irrespective of the 

orientation of the station pairs 

The crux of the prodedi.re  should thorefore read:- for choeeh 

At (0, 1, 2, etc) get set of A and AB  for the time-difference tsh1e 

AA 

0 5 10 15 30 

0 0 5 10 15 20ft25 ::20 30 

1 3 10.5 15.5 20.5 25.5 30.5 35,6 

2 8.5 16.5 21.0 26.0 31.0 36.0 41.5 

3 14.3 21.7 26.5 31.7 36.7 o 47.0 

4 0.0 27.5 32.5 37.5 

5 25.5 33.2 38.0 43.0 

These values are needed for the graaical construction method to 

be described later. 
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2 	phical Construction,  of Curves 

This is a direct method of drawing the time difference curves 

from the table of time differences constructed in Table 1. 

The method is laborious and time-consuming but there is no 

alternative if there is no access to computer facilities. Every 

precaution therefore is to be taken in order to produce curves as 

accurate as possible. 

All one would need, are large graph sheets to the correct scale, 

transparent machine divided, precise rule, pair of dividers and an 

adjustable pair of compasses to reach large distances.. The preferred 

scale for the york in Edinburgh was 1 inch to 10 km. 

A grid reference was first drawn on the inch graph sheet chosen 

and the positions of the LOWNET stations were carefully plotted using 

their respective grid co-ordinates. 

The next step was to draw the pre-set distances as radii of circles 

around each station. This was therefore done for station XA  and in turn 

for station X. A time difference At = 0, corresponds to the perpend-

:icular bisector of the line between two stations X   and 

2. 1 Construction of the Time-difference  

4 I KM 

25 30 35 
*-- 	- 

15 	50 55 60 

0 25 30 35 10 15 	50 55 60 

1 30.5 3.6 4o,,7 15.6 50.7 	56.5 61.5 66.5 

2 36.0 41.5 46.5 51.5 57.5 	62.5 68.0 73.0 

Using the above table, an extract from the table constructed for 

LOWNET, a procedure can be followed to construct the time difference 

curves in Fig. 3. 

At 
sac 
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CONSTRUCTION OF TME:D3FFERENCE CURVES 

100 	80 	60 • :• 

SCALE 
-, KMS 

• 	• 	• 	50 	40 	30 	20 	10 	0 	
: 	• 	• 

FIG. 3. 	Diagram showing the details of how time difference curves 

are constructed 	 - 



Using a suitable grid, the grid co-ordinates of stations XA and 

XB are used to fix them. Assume they are fixed as shown, 

For station CA,  the pro-set distances 	are constructed around 

it and corresponding distances A. are obtained from the table. To 

obtain point 1, A B  =. 35.6 km is measured from station XBand  the 

intercept point on pro-set circle AA  30 km yields the position. 

Since point 1 has a mirror image in the second quadrant, this is easily 

obtained by using the same distance AB  = 35.6 km for the intercept 

at point 2. 

For point 3 on AA  = 35 km the same procedure is followed. The 

corresponding At = I is found to be 0.7 km, hence 	10.7 is measured 

from station XB  to intercept AA  35 km circle in point 3. Using the 

same radius A B = 40.7, the mirror image point 4 is obtained at the point 

of intersection of the circles 	35 and AB  = 1 O.7. 

Similarly,  points 5, 6, 7, and 8 are obtained for the constant 

time difference At = 1 sec, and the time difference curve At = 1 sec 

can be produced by joining the points of interception as shown. 

With the pro-set distances A now drawn around station X, the 

whole procedure can be repeated in the opposite direction to yield 

the other time-difference curve At = 1 sec. which is the mirror Image 

of the previous one dram. 

Using the above method, one can produce time-difference curves 

At = 0, 1, 2, 3, + etc. This method was used to produce twenty-one 

(21) charts for all possible LONET station pairs. 

A diagram of the time-difference chart for stations Blackhill (BH) 

and Edinburgh (EDI) is shown in Fig. 4. 
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TIME-DIFFERENCE CHART (BH-EDI) 

SCALE 
0 2 4 6 6 IOKMS 

FIG. 

	

	.. An example of time-differène chart for two stations, BH and 

EDI (BlackhiU and Edinburgh) 
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It is worthwhile to note that the curves are smooth so far as 

they refer to a constant velocity but as soon as they reach any 

crossover point a "kink" shows the change in the velocity. 

In an area with a structural model consisting of several 

velocities it is expected that a higher order curve will result with 

several "kinks" indicating cros.sovem. 

Within the range of interest s  in this reasesrch (io km), only 

one prcrniinent kink was discovered. See the Time-difference chart 

for Broadlaw (BL) and Gala Law (GL) as shown in Fig. 5. 
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2.4  ijcal-Graphical th 

This is a combination of analytical geometry and trigonometrical 

considerations to calculate the co-ordinates of points lying on one 

time difference curve. 

The basis of the calculation is to determine the sides of . 

triangle using the co-sine rule and to consider an event traversing 

appropriate distances with corresponding accurate velocities oharact-

:cri3tic of the structural model chosen. 

The distances and their corre onding velocities are to be 

discriminated by a crossover point, This ensures that veioiItias 

will change after traversing a distance greater than, the cross-over. 

A point can be fixed by the sides of a triangle as shown in Fig. 6a 

and the co-ordinates of this point can be calculated. By varying the 

sides of the triangle and maintaining the same distance between the two 

stations as base, the required points on a constant time difference curve 

can be progressively fixed and the corresponding co-ordinates calculated. 

These points are. plotted on a graph sheet to produce the desired 

curves. The curves At = 0, I t  2, 3 etc can be plotted on only one 

cyadrant and the four quadrants of the chart can be traced accurately 

to yield the full time-difference chart for a pair of stations. 

2.4.1 Th&etioalAuroach (Geometrical consideration) 

Frcm the set of 	and 	obtained in table I (appendix) 

and using an assumed flat earth , a simple theoretical approach would 

enable one to work out the contours of any pair of coz 	points. 
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\6b. 	Diagram to illustrate .'a 11nearf t1me equation 



Consider the diagram in Fig. 1 repeated for convenience 

(XA, 

XA 

B (XByB) 

Here 	are knownA B , the co-ordinates of the two stations XA and  XB are 

also known. If the co-ordinates of the source is needed, this can be 

calculated from the point of intersection of AA  and AB. If different 

values of A and ABare used corresponding to a constant time difference 

At, then the locus of the points so calculated will yield the curve for 

that particular time difference At. 

Therefore, if different values of At are used, the curves will be 

generated for the corresponding time differences At (0, 1, 2, etc). 

Fromanalytical geometry 

	

ij(x * XA) + 	- 

A B 
	= 4x 	

2 
- XB) 2 
	

+ 	 ........ (6) 

One can therefore solve for x and y. 

Equations (5) and (6) are quadratic equations. 

The qolutions for a given AA  and 	are the (x,y) co-ordinates 

of the two points of intersection of two circles. 



We can write (5) and (6) as 

- 2x1x + 	+ 22yz  + y 	... . (7) 

4   	 (8) 

Subtracting (8) from (7) and putting x on L.H.S. we get 

2 2 	2, 2 .2 2 

2. (xB xA) 	 ww (9) 

Now equation (9) 18 a linear equation of the form 

xKy+M 	 ...... (10) 

where 

22 	2 	2 	2 	2 

N = (AA - 	+XB + YB - XA - YA 

2(xBxA) 

If we substitute this value of x (equation 10) in equation (5), we 

get a quadratic in y and two values of y. 

Therefore 	(K2 + 1)r2 + (2NK 	+ N2  + y 	..... (ii) 

where N = N XA. 

The solution of this is given by 

7 	-b ± (b2 j) 

2a 

where a =K + 1 

b = 2(NK - 

C 	N 2 	2 	2 = 

substituting the two values of y back into equation (10) gives two 

values for x and these two (x,y) pairs are the required points. 
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One can interchange L and AA  to obtain the other pair of solutions. 

For any A B'  therefore one could work out the two 
positive positions and 

the two negative positions. 

In practice if one quadrant is solved, the other quadrants are 

automatically obtained, since the solution in one quadrant is a mirror 

image in the adjacent quadrant. 

2,2Theoretica h (Trigonometrical Consideration) 

A second theoretical approach was made involving trigonometrical 

considerations and this was found more convenient for computer analysis. 

PROBLEM Given D, the distance between two stations A and B and I, corres-

:ponding to the pre-set distance, the problem is to plot a curve for 

time difference of K seconds, This problem amounts to finding x and 

as shown in Fig. 6. 

For given L, we know the time difference K, hence M can be 

calculated considering Fig 6b. 

Travel time along E.aL+b 

Travel time along EBaM+b 

.. Time difference IC = a(L 	M) 	........e e(11) 

.. M 

From the cosine rule N2  L2  + D2  - 2 LD cos a 

Cos U L2  + D2  M2  

2 i1t 

x 	.t cos a 

., y 	L sin a 

or 	y = L /ll - cos2  a 
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2.I.3 Computer Program 

A Computer program has therefore been written, given distance D. 

to find z and y co-ordinates of those points with time difference of 

K seconds. 

We do this for various values of L and the print-out from the 

program should be able to set up an array of co-ordinates x, y for 

points lying on the same constant time-difference curve. 

When L has small incremental constants, more, co-ordinates are 

yielded. 

A computer program called ttDandat  was written based on the above 

analysis. This incorporates the measurement of the constant slope 

"a" of the.seent, from tho.Ptravel-tiine-distanee plot, in order to 

calculate M the unknown side of the triangle in equation (15). 

This program worked well and co-ordinates of points calculated were 

plotted to produce the time-difference curves. See appendix A for 

Program "Dandat1. 	 ' 

2.4.4 Final Develqpment 

The above analysis was later developed so as not to be dependent 

on direct measurements from the P travel time distance plot. 

Here, the time difference, K secs., between two stations, is 

considered to be the difference in the distance between the stations, 

traversed with the appropriate velocity. 

A test on the distance can be made so that when it is more than 

the cross-over distance, the appropriate velocity can be used. 

Therefore ML - Vi x DT  

or 	M = L - '12 x DT ' 	 ......... (22) 

where L is the pre-set distance, Vi and V2 are the velocities on both sides 

of the cross-over point and DT is the time differeice. 
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The final computer program called "JAcBA" was written to incorporate 

the use of the correct velocities appropriate to the distances and to 

employ an effective test on the cross-over distance. 

See Appendix B.1 and B.2 for the computer program and Appendix B. 

for the flow diagram. 

The print-out from the program gives an array of co-ordinate points 

for a particular constant time-difference. The co-ordinate points are 

plotted for each time-difference and the points are later joined to produce 

the time difference curves. 

See Appendix B.3 for a typical Print Out 

It is desirable to plot the complete curves in one quadrant which 

can then be traced and consequently the four quadrants forming the complete 

chart can be effectively produced on a tracing sheet by just employing 

the appropriate rotations. This procedure is justifiable since one 

quadrant is exactly a mirror image of the adjacent quadrant. 

This approach is more accurate and saves time, comparing it with the 

time-consuming graphical method presented earlier. 

&2i! .5 Advantages  

The Analytical-Graphical method has the following advantages over 

the graphical method. 

A proper allowance is made for accurate velocities in the structural 

model chosen for the region to be used. Velocities might be derived 

from a suitable time-term method of refraction analysis 

Suitable incremental constants can be used on the pre-set distances 

to yield more co-ordinate points, to enable a more defined and accurate 

curve to be drawn. Here the more tedious calculations are carried 

out by the computer. 
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(c) Suitable time difference intervals can be chosen at will, to 

enable more time difference curves to be fitted into station pairs 

with short distance separation. For example, DT = 0.5 sees. 

interval. was used for stations Edinburgh (EDI) and Broadlaw (BL) 

which have ashort distance separation of 8.9 km. 

This procedure facilitates interpolation considerably. 

(a) This method is not as tedious and time consuming as the graphical 

method. 



2.4.6 Program Generalisation 

JACBA could conveniently be generalised to deal with any single 

valued curve of travel time against distance. That is, curve mist 

have gradient dt/dA>O, for all A. Generally a (t,t) curve for first 

arrivals satisfies this condition. 

The program could be provided with a set of (t,t) co-ordinates 

which adequately describe the curve, such that linear interpolation 

between any pair of (,t) lies on the travel time distance curve. 

The process should be as follows; 

Start with A 1 = D/2 + 1, where D is distance between stations. 

Calculate from A and linear interpolation at appropriate part 

of the (t,t) data set, the value of t1. 

Subtract DT (time difference for which curve is being calculated) 

fromt1  to give t2  and calculate the value of 2  using (A,t) data 

set. 

If the travel time curve for station 2 is significantly different 

from that of station 1, a different appropriate travel time distance 

curve could be used. 	See Fig. (Ta, b, c). 

Once an approximate position is achieved this could even be varied 

in a second pass, to allow for different travel times to a part-

:iculsr station from different azimuths, Fig. 7d. The same 

correction could be applied to the statinn 1 figures. 

(14) 	Check that 1 +A2 >D. 

If yes, calculate x, y co-ordinates of point on time difference 

curve. 

Add a pre-determined step to & and repeat. 
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FIGURE 7 
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Note that(,t) curve across the fault will be different from (,t) 

curve on the same side of the fault if the velocity structure changes 

across it. 
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FIG. 7(c) 	Row diagram 

Flow diagram below illustrates the procedure in figure 7(b) above. 



Fig. (7d) Illustrating azimuthal correction system 
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First, Pass 

(,t)1 	 -ir t 	( t) -------- 1 	 - 	2 	'z 	
A 
2  

where (,t)1  is the curve for station 1 and (,t)2  is the curve for station 2. 

Second Pass taking into consideration any azimuthal variation (bearing 

from station to point (0) known approximately from first 

pass.) 

i 	,t)1 	 -DT 	
t  20 	

(,t)21 0 
2 > 20 

where A is the original starting value and A 20  is azimuthally corrected 

value for the second station. 

(A,t)1 is  the curve for station 1 in direction 

(i,t) 	is the curve for station 2 in direction 0 2,O 	 2 



Could hold the x, y co-ordinates of previous pass to make a 

cheek on separation of points being calculated. If the separation 

is more than a pre-set value the stepping of A can be reduced by the 

program. 

Output in tables or on graph plotter. 

R,,L Calcomp Map Plotter: Model,  564 

This section deals with the graph plotting facilities at Edinburgh 

Regional Computing Centre which provides facilities for curve drawing. 

A set of basic routines has been written to enable the user to 

obtain graphical output of results by referencing a Calcoinp model 56 

incremental graph plotter which is now port of the Centre's KDF9 

installation. The routines are presented as a package on paper tape 

or on IBM 029 coded cards for use with Atlas Autocode programs running 

under AA and I3AC ISO compilers. 

The computer program "JACBA" written in Fortran was translated into 

Atlas Autocode to enable the Calcomp plotter to accept the output for 

execution and it was run under IME' (AA) compiler. The computer print 

out is printed in the form of an array of points in x and y co-ordinates 

for a particular constant time difference, and the map plotter draws a smooth 

curve through all the data points. 

The method is to fit Y = ax  + bx2  + ex + ci through 4 points and 

evaluate over the central section between points 2 and 3. This system 

is extended along the data arrays by dropping point 1 and introducing 

the next data point as point 4 etc. 

Since the above equation is singled valued in Y, the X-array 

contents must be in ascending order of value for this routine to work 

correctly. All the curves in the four quadrants can be drawn by the 

computer. 
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The Flow diagram for the computer program is shown in Appendix C 

and the computer program can be found in Appendix C.1.  

2.5.1 Ca1com Curve i)aj 

Various instructions can be used to produce the desired curves. 

The simplest is to draw the first At curve in the first quadrant by 

using the array of x and y co-ordinates, both positive. 

This cuve can. be  drawn in the second quadrant by using the same 

set of co-ordinates for the At curve but keeping the x co-ordinates positive 

and changing the y co-ordinates to negafive. 

Similarly this At curve can be drawn in the third quadrant by employing 

the same co-ordinates but this time the y co-ordinates are negative and the 

x co-ordinates changed to negative. The last quadrant (fourth) can be 

effectively drawn by using the co-ordinate points but x co-ordinates are 

negative while y. co-ordinates are changed to positive. 

The next At curve is drawn, applying the same procedure and employing 

the corresponding set of x and y co-ordinates, and eventually all At curves 

will be drawn. 

2..2Calcomp Results 

Better time-difference curves are drawn and the quality of the trace 

is very good. This output from the Calcomp plotter shows tremendous 

improvement in the methods of curve drawing so far presented. 

Grid lines were drawn on each chart after which the latter was 

photographed on to a transparent stretch free sheet to ensure better 

accuracy in matching the grids. 

The time difference charts have been produced and their applications 

in locating earthquakes will,be treated in the next chapter. 
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APPLICATION OF TIM-DIMBEUCE CHARTS 

Intj2gMt ion 

The time difference charts so drawn are used in locating events 

in the LOWNET. The only procedure required is to read the on-set times 

of P waves in the stations involved, having been satisfied that the set 

of readings belong to the sae origin time. 

In the actual determination only time-differences between stations 

are used. It is desirable therefore to read times of arrival to hundredth 

of a second to achieve better results. 

The epicentre determination is accomplished as follows: 

It three stations observe an event, then the three different P-wave 

arrival times give two independent travel time difference values (at). 

Each At value determines a time difference Curve. 

The intersection of the two time difference curves determines the 

epicentre locatiou. 

The time-difference curves can be interpreted as "epicentral lines" 

which are based on the difference in distance between pairs of stations. 

By converting the difference in the time of arrival of the P waves (at) 

at the various stations to equivalent distances, epicentres can be 

determined. If readings are error-free, there will be only one inter-

:section- even if three charts are mounted on one another but when errors 

occur in the travel times other intersections occur but generally not 

varied. It is desirable to use transparent sheets for matching the 

grid coordinates. 
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3.2  The Time Difference-Location Method (Quarry Blasts) 

The time-difference charts were used to locate known quarry blasts 

and depth charges recorded by stations in the LOWNET. An example in the 

location technique is given for a quarry blast, fired from Goat Quarry 

situated in Aberdour, Fife on 31 October 1969. Charge size was 4,500  lbs 

and delayed techniques were applied in the detonation. (Delayed detonation 

improves fragmentation but has less seismic coupling). 

Arrival P wave times in the stations recording the event were as 

follows: 

Station Er. Mm, Sec. 

EDI 15 34 06.85 

BE 15 34 07.88 

AU 15, 34 08.19 

BL 15 34 10.14 

GL 15 34 11.07 

We can infer from the arrival times that the three stations EDI, 

BE, and AU are nearer the event than the remaining stations. 

The time difference charts involving the possible station pairs 

from these stations were chosen. 

The charts for BE-EDT; EDT-AU, and BE-AU were therefore selected 

for this determination. 

Time differences were calculated from the P arrival times read 

for the respective stations. 

BE 15 34 07.88 
	

AU 15 34 08.19 

EDT i34 06.85 
	

EDI 15 34 06.85 

At - - 	1.03 sec. 	At 	1.34 secs. 
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LOCATION OF QUARRY BLAST 

SCALE 	. 

	

02 4 6 8 10KMS 	 . 

FIG 	8. 	An example of two time difference charts superimposed  on each 

other, illustrating location techniques Charts used are 

Blackhill (BH)-Edinburgh (EDç) and Auchinoon (AU) - Edinburgh 

(EDI) to locate aatarrr blast . .... 



Considering chart Ba-EDI, the time difference between the two 

stations was 1.03 seconds, and one could infer from the arrival times 

at the stations that the event was seen earlier at EDT than BL The 

time difference At = 1.03 curve was then chosen in the appropriate section 

of the chart nearer EDT 

Similarly, the time difference At = 1.314 curve was chosen from 

chart At-EDI, nearer EDT. This operation defines the appropriate 

quadrant in which the location will be applied. The grid references 

on both charts were carefully matched. 

Since the At values obtained were not exact, a careful interpolation 

was cond.icted to fix both the At 1.03 and the At = 1,314 curves. The 

point of intersection of these curves, determines the epicentre. 

This epicentre was read with reference to the grid  co-ordinates 

which had been matched through the transparent charts. See Fig. 8, 

shoving the matching of the two charts involved. 

In this example the true position of thd quarry was given by the 

grid reference 31714f6866and  the located event was found to be at a point 

3170/6861. This shows an error of 0.8 km. 

Similarly charts BH-EDT and B}I-AU can be applied to locate the 

same event. 

For SR-EDT, the time difference was known to be At = 1.03 seconds 

and nearer EDT. 

For BR-AU, the time difference was found to be At = 0.31 seconds 

nearer BR which saw the event earlier. 

The some measurements and procedure were conducted and the respective 

interpolations were done for At = 1.03 seconds and At = 0.31 deconds for the 

charts. See Fig. 9. 
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LOCATION WITH LESS ACCURACY 

FIG 9 	An example of two time dfference charts, illustrating location 

technique with less accuracy. Charts used - are BH AU and 

BH::EDI 
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The point of intersection of these At curves 	-' found to be located 

at 3160/6860 for the same event. it is interesting to note that the 

present charts BE-AU and BE-EDI gave an error of 1.6  km from the known 

position of the blast. 

Reasons for discrepancy and suitable guidelines and precautions 

to be followed in order to achieve better accuracy will be given later. 



p21icat ion, of Time-diron 	harts for ilots 

In pursuing the exercise of testing the time-difference charts 

on known positions of events and refixing, them with the time-difference 

grid, the procedure was extended to naval shots. The øhip's location 

can be known accurately. 

On 11th February 1969, "Endaleigh" fired a depth charge from 

Dalgety Bay. Charge size was only 100 lbs. and the ship's location 

was given as 560  01'1e1"N, (iid-e'  and 3°19'38"W (Loitua-è). 

Stations in the LOWNET recording the event and their P arrival, times 

were as shown below. 

EDI 	09 	31 	57.614 

AU 	09 	314 	58.90 

BE 	09 	35 	00.06 

GL 	09 	35 	02.29 

Examining the arrival times, stations nearer the shot point were 

EDI, AU and BE. The charts EDI-BE and BE-AU were selected for the 

location. 

Time difference for stations EDI and BE was found to be 2.142 

seconds and the At = 2.142 curve near EDI was chosen since EDI saw the 

event earlier than BE. For stations BE and MY, the time-difference 

was found to be 1.16 seconds and the At = 1.16 seconds curve nearer 

AU was chosen 

The grid references on both charts were carefully matched through 

the transparenty and the respective At = 2.142 and At 1.16  curves were 

carefully Interpolated. The point of intersection of the curves was 

determined and was found to be 68214/3178 by the grid co-ordinates. See 

Fig 10. 
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LOCATION OF A NAVAL SHOT. DALGETY BAY. 
TIME DIFFERENCE CHARTS, ED1-BH& BH -AU 
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The true position of the shot was found to be 682/3173 which 

was 0.6 km from the position located above. 

The initial success of the method was very encouraging and this 

led us to employ the method in locating known events, especially quarry 

blasts within the LOWNET. 

The method was investigated by using it to fix fifty known quarry 

blasts and the average error was about 1,8 km from known positions. 

The list of local events used in this exercise can be found in Table 2 

in the appendix. 

However, it was found that the method can be used to locate event 

to within some few hundreds of motors of their true positions. But this 

accuracy can be achieved only if there are very clear records and If 

suitable station pairs are available for the location. 
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3.4 Precautions in the use.of the, Charts 

As in all other methods, certain precautions are necessary in the 

application of the method. . 	. 

The phase identification and the onset time must be correct and 

absolute time corrections  are to be applied if. necessary. Readings 

of times of arrivals must be given to hundredths of ,a second, since 

the method is based on time differences. 

In this method, we use the intersection of two curves. If the 

intersection is at nearly a right angle, the accuracy requirements 

on the location are greater then in cases where they intersect 

at- a very large angle. Th.e examples given árlier on the location 

of a quarry blast in Fig. 8 and 9 can be used to illustrate this 

observation. The located position in Fig. 8 was within 0.8 km 

of the true ,position while in. Fig. 9 for the se event the curves 

intersect at a greater angle and the accuracy was reduced to 1.6 km 

This discussion suggests that in order to achieve good results the 

event and stations must not be ,collinear. 

c). 	For good results a triangular configuration oX stations could 

be used to locate the event within the area of the triangle, 

a) 	Events outside the LOWNET cannot be fixed accurately silice there 

is no control and no time-difference curves grèatox than the short 

range in -which we are interested. Marginal cases can be located 

but not with great accuracy, 

e) 	Judging from the arrival times of the stations recording the event, 

it is always desirable to use three stations as near as possible 

to the event. This is suitable guideline since seismic energy 
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e) Cont 'd 

attenuates with distance and stations nearer the event are more 

liable to record the event clearly with larger amplitudes. 

r) 	All this assumes $hat the travel times availdbtp for the area 

are accurate 	If they are not, this will contribute to 

inacCuracy in the location of epicentres, 

Unless a lót'of travel time date is avéflabie and appropriate 

corrections made, there is an implicit assumption that structure 

is fairly uniform in the area covered. 

Use of time term corrections Improves this situation and this. 

is discussed later, However, one cannot have accurate travel 

times without knoving and applying time terms. 
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Appicatianof the etbod tO&tivent$ 

With the guidelines and precautions jut given this location 

method was applied to unknown events. 

The method was used to locate .some local quarry blasts which were 

not reported to the Seismology Unit previously.. 

Upon investigations from the quarry managers the locations were 

proved correct. The time-difference location method therefore became 

a powerful tool in tracking down explosions in the LOWNET which have 

not been officially reported. An example is the one given earlier 

with regard to Goat Quarry 31/10/69. Natural Events with magnitudes 

14, less than 2 have been located with the method. 

Fig. 11 shows the positions of natural earthquakes located by the 

method while studying the seismicity of the LOWNET area. The relationships 

of those events with major faults have been shown to indicate that these 

faults might be active. 

It is interesting to note that the area monitored by the LOWNET 

contains the villages of Comrie and Menstrie near Ochil Fault 'where well 

documented series of historical earthquakes had oocurrdd (Davison, 1924). 

Minor activity in these areahed been reported by Dollar (1950) and 

recently some activity at these and other centres have been located by 

the use of the time difference charts. 

Some few examples of located natural earthquakes in 1969 had sources 

near Stirling, Dollar, Cowie, Invoresk, Rocewell and Bonnyrigg. 

However, some refraction and time-term studies of the shallow 

structure in Central Scotland are necessary, preliminary to accurate 

location of natural events in the area. 
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3.6 Demonstrator $tability in , Soiutlo 

One of the problems in location methods is the variability in solutions 

when different station subsets are used. In this time-difference location 

method, if readings are error free stable solutions can be achieved. 

An example of a natural earthquake is one which occurred on 13th 

April, 1970, B.W. of Cowie with magnitude ML 11* It was located 

using the three stations, AB, AU and BE. Good onsets were available at 

each of them and their distribution around the source was satisfactory. 

Station Phase 	Er. 11in. Seconds  

Readings were 	BE 	ip 	05 	4Ø 	59.91 

AU 	IP 	05 	41 	01.00 

AB 	iP 	05 	41 	01.34 

After calculations, differences were found to be At 1.243  see, At = 0.324 seas, 

At = 1.09 sees for the station pairs AB-BE, AD-AU, and AU-BE respectively. 

Careful matching of the grid for all three charts yielded the same 

solution at a locatiQn with grid reference 288/688, S.W. of Covie. 



In this location method by using the time-difference charts it would 

be realised that P waves are used exclusively. This is done because the 

P waves are most easily identified and they have almost invariably a sharp 

onset which is readily resolved with our field equipment. 

In other location itéthods, origin time  and tocl depth are determined. 

In this method as well as other methods in which P waves are only used, P data 

from a small station network would not provide an eieeurate idetermiñation of 

origin time and focal dpth 	Ueer, the location technique 'outweighs at 

the moment any other seismic consideration and further study of the method 

might permit the determination of these parameters 

The method presented in this thesis is uot.intendOd as a sUbstitxb 

for other methods but to be used in combination with them. But the advantage 

of the present method is that it has proved useful and is able to provide a 

rapid and accurate answer to our problem. 

The speed of the method is considered an enormous asset and it is 

an essential requirement in 'our routine studies of seismicity and service 

to the general public. 

In Edinburgh, we can provide ready and fairly accurate answers to 

queries about events (explosions and natural earthquakes) investigated 

by telephone messages at short notice. 

The method, as well as others, is subject both to casual errors 

which might be inaccuracies of time eadings and of assumed velocities 

and to systematic errors which might be an influence of focal depth, 

If the azimuth of an event can be fixed from the three-component 

set of EDt, the positions of LOET stations with regard to distances 

to source can be estimated, and expected times of arrival can be used to 

reveal any inaccuracies in the reading and incorrect identification of 

phases, 
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Most location methods employed  for local studies with small networks, 

don't make any allowance for variation of structure or velocity anomalies 

near a station which might also cause systematic errors. 

The time-term method of refraction analysis can be used to provide 

three-dimensional interpretation of underlying structure and time-terms 

can be employed, as "station corrections" to readings before the method 

is applied. 

In the LOWNET it was found that the time-term corrections improved 

the location or epicentral determination considerably. 

In Chapter 6 is presented examples of events located with and without 

time-tam corrections to illustrate tm improvement in the location method 

when time-terms are applied. 

In the application of the corrections source corrections might 

not be known and this will always affect the accuracy. Also it time-term 

values are very different from the average structure in the region results 

might be affected. One would expect discrepancies if the two stations 

in any pair used have first arrivals from different horizons. 
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C}LAPTER 4 

DESCRIPTION OF THE LOWNET 

4. I Introduction 

The Scottish Lowlands Seismic Network known in short as the LOWNET 

consists of six field stations telometering by ultra high frequency radio 

links into a central receiving station in Edinburgh (EDI) which houses 

the recording system. 

All field stations are equipped with short period vertical Wilimoro 

M1( II seismometers and the receiving station operates a three-component 

set of the same seismometers connected by cable to the recording wilt which 

records the seismic signals on magnetic tape. 

The signals from the seismometers in the field are amplified and 

converted to a frequency modulated tone before being transmitted to the 

recording system. 

The field stations namely Aberfoyle (AB), Blackhill (Eli), Dundee (DU), 

Auchinoon (Au), Broadlaw (BL) and Gala Law (GL) are randomly distributed 

over the Lowland Valley of Scotland. See Fig. 12. 

Emphasis was placed on selecting good sites which are governed 

by line of sight (propagation path) for telemetering into the central 

recoi'ding station in EDI, suitable geological outcrops, ease of Landrover 

access at all seasons for servicing, and minimum local noise. 

The network which can be used to study local seismicity and teleseisms, 

covers an area of about 4125 sq km within which at least seven separate 

sub-triangular station configurations can be selected to locate local events. 
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However, the network has an aperture of about 100 Ion, though this 

could be increased by employing it in conjunction with other seismological 

establishments in the United Kingdom 

Details of station descriptions can be found in Table 3 and station 

separations are in Table &. 

Refer to 'Figure 13, for a brief introduction to the arrangement of 

field and receiving station equ1xent. 
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TABLE 4 

STATION SEPARATION  

EDI AB flU. AU GL Wi Bt 

SDI x 7780 7O.O 19.00 28.65 1.62 18.97 

AB 71.80 91.30 67.26 106.18 51.88 93.29 

DU: 70.40 91.30 X 83.03 78.36 15,32 86.33 

AU 19.01 67.26 $3.03 x 44.71 15.26  27.01 

OX, 28.65 106,18 78.36 4.71 z 6.62 21.30 

BE 41.62 51,88 45.32 4.26 64.62 x 60.58 

BL 18.97 93.29 86,33 27.01 21.30 60.58 x 
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4.2 Description of Equipment 

The instrumentation in each outstation consists of a vertical 

S.P.Willmore MK II seismometer, D.C.Amplifier and Modulator Unit, a 

Transmitter and a Thgi aerial. See Fig. 14a. 

For the study of body waves and their spectral characteristics, 

suitable transducers are Wilimoro MK II (Adjustable Period) Seismometers 

with 3.3 K 0 coils. The seismometers, with their periods adjusted to 

1 sec. and damping coefficient of 0.6 critical, are used to traneduce the 

vertical component of surface motion and it is desirable to use the 

seismometer output to modulate the frequency of a "Carrier" Wave that is 

recorded or demodulated at the receiving station. Ground motion is 

therefore represented by deviation sin the frequency of the "carrier" 

wave signal. 

1 ,2.1 Amplifier-Modulator Unit 

As shown in Fig. Vth, a unit containing the D.C.Anipiifier and 

Frequency Modulator is located adjacent to the seismometer and connected 

to it by a 2 core-screened cable. The prototype unit has now been 

replaced by a D 1980 model amplifier modulator unit designed by Thermionic 

Products (Ltd), Hythe, Southampton and it is designed to meet the range 

of sensitivity and the impedance requirements of the With ore MK II 

seismometer. 

The essential requirements of the amplifier/modulator unit are low 

power consumption to provide longer battery life in the field and optimum 

working conditions under a wide environmental temperature range i.e. 

-100C to +400C. However, a good amplifier modulator unit ensures 

N. 





that total thermal drift, if any, does not shift the operating range 

of the amplifiers and modulators beyond the linear part of their 

characteristics. 

Consequently, provision has been made for automatic correction 

of drift in this model. 

Electrical Specifications of the Amplifier-Modulator unit can be 

found in Appendix D. 

14.2.2 Automatic Calibration (Amplifier/Modulator) 

Incorporated in the design of the amplifier/znodulatounit, are 

auto-calibrating circuits to provide remote checking of system performance 

including transducer short or open circuit. The auto-calibrating cycle 

is initiated by means of 'a polarity reversal of the power supply line. 

In the first part of the cycle the seismometer is disconnected and 

the input of the amplifier modulator is shorted, See rig. 15a).  This 

part is used to check on the centre frequency of 210 pps. 

After approximately hO  seconds the second part of the cycle begins. 

Here the seismometer is re-connected and simultaneously a calibrating 

voltage is injected in series with the seismometer. 

This cheeks the deviation from the carrier frequency (±'c)  and is 

expected to reduce by 140% from 

That is, there is a. swing from 210 pps to 126 pps. However, it 

alloys the seismic trace through and any seismic noise during this cycle 

may affect the reading; plus or minus a few percentage. 

At the end of the second part of the cycle (ho seconds) the calibrating 

voltage is disconnected and the seismometer response is produced. 
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diMram,  

Remark If F8  = 0, you get Q% deviation or if Z in (input impedance) 

of amplifier/modulator w, you get 1 0% deviation. 

The design at the moment is as shown in Fig. 15b. Here 6 K9 is 

being used to damp the seismometer. 

Effeotively, you get a swing to 160 Hz and not full 4O% deviation 

(126 Hz) when calibrating voltage is applied. 

Calibrating voltage is lmV 9 X 1000 gain. 
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Fig. (15b) shovs diagrammatically the effects of the whole calibrating 

cycle when the seisniaeter is connected to an amplifier/modulator unit 

and the output is played onto a jet pens Results obtained in an actual 

experiment with the present design are shown using the circuit diagram 

presented. 



4,3 Seismio Data Transmission 

The amplified seismic signal is frequency modulated before being 

presented to a Pye transmitter (Type PP 1) via a line termination 

system,* 

The transmitters give a radiated output power of 1/10 watt and are 

protected by a weather shield ,mounted on the aerial mast. The Thgi 

aerials are also directional and concentrate signal into a narrow beam 

and have an approximate gain of 12 db. 

However, the signal is received in EDI by a rack-mounted Pye 

receiver via another 1 2  element iagi pointing towards the outstation. 

A 60osz audio output from the receiver is passed into the record unit 

where ihe signal is conditioned before. final presentation to the magnetic 

tape at half the frequency. 

The network, however, operates in six'Idifferent frequencies in the 

U.H.F. band (1.50 - 170 4Hz) employing a channel spacing of 50 K1[z 
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I Iine Te ination $ystem 

The line termination system is described in detail in Figure 16. 

Cable links are used to connect the seismometer to the amplifier/modulator 

and the latter to the transmitter. To provide a possible point for 

connection of a D* C. power supply all the cable links are terminated by 

transformers with split windings. 

The A. C. signal can therefore be presented to the transmitter's 

microphone Input and the D.C. to its battery rails. 

Using long cables, an advantae in this method is much appreciated 

in the field where one has to carry heavy batteries probably to the top of 

a bill. The field station in Abertoyle has teen used to this advantage. 

Here the Yagi mast for the transmitter was installed at the top of a steep 

hill while the heavy batteries were sited at the foot of the bill. 

aatteriea, 

One of the tasks attending the running of the field stations is the 

changing of batteries when they fail to supply the required D.C. level. 

There are to tes of batteries being used in LOWNET. The first 

type is the ordinary two car batteries (Lead-Acid) each providing 12 volts. 

These are changed with new charged batteries every two months. The other 

type is a disposable soda cell. Sixteen (1.5 volt) soda cells are housed 

in a water proof steel box and these can provide up to 22 volts for about 

9 months without attention. They are capable of providing 1000 watt 

hours, hence can be used to advantage especially in remote areas, since 

they supply only 40mA to the amplifier/modulator. 
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j_Central Reoqxingfystei 

Six Pye 't}I.F* receivers tuned to the respective frequencies 

corresponding to the field stations receive the transmitted FM. signal 

via heavy low loss cables to ensure minimum power loss from the receiving 

Yagi aerials.. 

The signal from a receiver is in the form of narrow pulses or spikes 

of centre frequency 210 ppn and the signal is shaped by a qivarer in order 

that the waveform is seen by a El-stable which divides the incoming signal 

by two. 

Consequently, the square wave centre frequency presented at the tape 

head is 105 pps and deviations from this represent the respective ground 

motion from the various field stations. It is this signal which is 

recorded on tape via the head amplifier and later demodulated at Play-back. 

In the Observatory vault, the Wilimore MIC II three-component set of 

short period aeismaneters are connected by cables to the amplifier/ 

modulator and the outputs are also presented to the corresponding head 

amplifiers as shown in Fig. 1. 

However, the head amplifiers have no significant gain with regard 

to the seismic signal. 

The Recording unit comprises of a time-encoder which performs the 

basic functions of the timing section. It produces a train of pulses 

at intervals of 1 sec, which is coded for the time signals recorded 

continuously on one channel after modulation. 

The train of pulses is produced in such a manner as to allow the time 

at any second to he read. Minutes are marked by a pulse of 0.7 sec. 

(700 m.s.) duration and each subsequent 10 second interval by a pulse of 

0.3 sees. (300 m.s.) duration. 
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FIG. iT. 	Block diagramshodg the component. * of the RecordLig system 

in the..-Royal Observatory (Edinburgh) 



Hours, minutes, days and equlpment serial number are also recorded 

using serial binary coded decimal as shown. After the coding is completed 

each second is marked by a 100 m.s. pulse and each 10 sec. interval by a 

.300 n.eo pulse until the next minute mark. See Fig. 18. 

Hence, after each minute mark, there is a coded identification for 

the hour, the minute and the day. The timing pulses are derived from a 

12 Kc/3 crystal clock giving a stability of 3 parts per million over the 

temperature range -100C to +10°C. 

To enable the timing to. be checked against B.B.C. time pips, a Radio 

Receiver is automatically switched on for 20 sees. . each hour and the receiver 

output recorded on one of the data channels. The . shortwave radio Receiver 

being used is an Eddystone EC 10 Type, This Is. a, high quality communications 

receiver, capable of receiving local or G.M.T. time signals to be recorded 

as absolute time. check. If aU(.twelve)ehannela on thè.tape are not being 

occupied, radio signal can be continuously recorded, which is advantageous 

when, signals of interest are available off the hour e.g. W.W.V. and B.B.C.2. 

4.4.1  The Tae-Deek 

This is a Thoiionics Products Type TDRI tape deck which has been 

modified to operate at low power consumption at a tape-speed of 15/128 In/sec. 

It uses 8 inch reels holding 1800 ft. of one inch tape whIch can run for 

148 hours without a tape change. 

The take-up spool is a D.C. type running off 214 volts supply while 

the capstan motor uses 60 c/s A.C. derived from the standard oscillator. 

The tape actually provides recording on 21 parallel data tracks with 

three (3) additional tracks to provide for the time marking ,radio and a 

flutter control. Cross-talk is avoided by using alternate tracks. 
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Variations in tape speed. are compensated by recording a constant 

105Hz signal (centre-frequency of carrier gave) on the roference flutter 

track. Any variation in speed of the record or playback systems produàes 

a variation in the frequency of the signal.Demodulation and playout 

of this flutter track gives' agood indication of the performence of the 

tape deck and shows up any imèvenness in its 'running but 'its main purpose 

is to provide compensation for the effect of this 'unevenness on the other 

tracks. 
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4h5: The Data Processing Loratoi 

This laboratory has installed in it the Playback Equipment which is 

a high quality precision analogue reproducer.. 

To recover the seismic data transmitted to the central recording 

station in Edinburgh, the magnetic tape must be played back and the 

F.M. signal, demodulated and recorded in 7is.ib1é form. 

As illustrated in Fig. 19 the Replay heads consist of two twelve- 

track heads interleaved to I.L X. 0. standards for 12 track or 24 track 

records. 

The playback electronics include head amplifiers (pre-amp) followed 

by demodulators for operation at a carrier frequency of 6.72 Kc/S 

(105 c/s speeded up by a factor of 64). 

After demodulation , the signal is flutter compensated and filtered 

and the output can either be monitored through a. loudspeaker unit or through 

a high impedance jet pen recorder, which reproduces the signal in visible 

form on paper. 

Fifteen (1) variable 0.2 cps to 20 Ke/s band pass filters of 

Krohnhite manufacture are being used at present and a 16 channel jet pen 

recorder with a high out off frequency beyond the seismic frequencies in 

which one is.. jritereated,is employed. 	(The jot pen has flat response to 

700 c/a,) 

Most frequencies of interest are brought into the audio-range by 

playing back at 6 times the original recording speed and the events are 

identified on the jet pen trace or by listening to the loudspeaker. 
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One of the functions 'of the data Laboratory is to accept data in 

analogue form and convert it to the appropriate form for computer input 

and then at a later stage to convert the computer output to a suitable 

form for interpretation. 

The system therefore wited digital magnetic tape in format appropriate 

for the Atlas Computer. A magnetic tape can be played back and the signal 

demodulated before being transcribed on to paper, This is then processed 

by analogue computers or digitised automatically as input data for the 

digital computer. 
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1,6 Discussion 
	 in 

The usefulneac of the Lowlands Seismological Network in studying 

the local seismicity has already been recognised. Natural events as well 

as quarry blasts and Naval shots have been located using records from 

the stations. 

The instruments being used have accurately matched characteristics 

so that useful comparison can be drawn between records from different 

stations. Blacithill has relatively low noise level and events recorded 

have good and clear onsets. 

Another feature which is considered worth mettioning is the complete 

pQrtability,  of the field equipment. Much more emphasis has been placed 

on the importance of finding good sites and on the advantages of mobility 

in local studies. (Wilimore D  1963). For instance, we abandoned - the first 

site selected in Blackhill and eventually moved to the present site. The 

complete consignment of field equipment can be packed in a Landrover (Four 

wheel-drive) and a minimum of one or two can install a station in 2 days, 

if the weather permits, Mr. A. Miller of the I.G.S. staff and the author 

were the only two involved in setting up stations in BlaokhiU, Broadlaw 

and Dundee, However, in Aberfoyle where considerable climbing was to be 

done labour was hired. 

Some problems encountered in the field are occasional blowing down 

of aerial masts due to gales or sheep or cattle. Amplifier/Modulator 

or Transmitters fail to work at times but those are always replaced with 

serviced ones. 

The LOWNET has been successful in recording small Scottish earthquakes 

and explosions which are not normally,  recorded by enough stations at tele-

:eeiemic ranges to permit their location by using conventional methods. 
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High sensitivity and magnifications tip to 10 can be achieved and 

events of ML <2 can be recorded. 

The network configuration is not restricted to any formal pattern. 

Stations, are chosen at random but can be employed as a local network for 

crustal studies, 	. 

However, recording.. on magnetic, tape allows considerable flexibility 

in choosing suitable pass-hands and sensitivity on playback. Also high 

timing accuracy is, possible by using a fast paper speed on the output jet 

pen recorder. This is much appreciated in the time-difference location 

method.which depends on timing accuracy to hundredth. of a second. Furthermore, 

convenience in data processing is enhanced by having all the relevant 

information on a single record. 

Time tracks can be displayed at both ends of the record and this is 

used to check, alignment and to read more accurately, the times of P wave 

onsets. 

By comparison, one would find that conventional photographic methods 

of recording, for example, Canadian Network and World Wide Station Network, 

require operation in the dark. Also initial installation costs are 

expensive. If station site chosen is found unsuitable later by records, 

quality of work is affected as permanent buildings cannot be moved. 

The inherent mobility of equipment in the LOIINET N.M. recording 

system is an advantage. If site is found unsuitable a new site can 

always be located. The N.M. recording unit which can be operated. in a 

lighted room is also a welcome relief to station operators4 Further 

advantages in using the technique are the ease with which data can be handled 

after recording. 	. 	. 



We can also mention that if all the electronics go well, LOWNET 

field stations can be left unattended for 6 months or more by using 

sixteen caustic soda cells to supply 18 volts for the outstation 

electronics - or indefinitely if mains power is locally available 

to trickle-charge small secondary coils e.g in Dundee. 
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CNA?TER 

DEMONSTRATION OF DANGERS OF FILTERING 

5. 1 Introduction 

Noise, here defined as the unwanted signal recorded on a seismogram, 

has some adverse effects in the interpretation of seismic phases. 

Generally, the identification of seismic phases on a seismogram 

may be difficult for various reasons, some of these reasons are given 

below: 

A seismic signal recorded by a single seismometer is the 

summation of a number of signal components which have travelled 

along different paths and which may have different modes of 

propagation. 

It also includes noise generated locally or at the source 

by the signal from mode conversions and multiple reflections. 

These could be confused with true signal components. 

The nature of the resultant seismogram is therefore dependent upon the 

relative phase of the individual signal components at the site of the seis-

:mometer or serthor. Any one component may be either reinforced or reduced 

by the presence of a second component. Usually this renders the identif-

tication of the onset times of later components difficult, particularly 

of signals received at relatively short intervals. This is why identif-

:ication of S phases in the short range we are interested in will not be 

reliable. 

We can only identify such arrivals by noting a change of amplitude 

or frequency. 
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In addition to the problem of interference between components of 

the same signal, the seismogram may be affected by signals from other 

sources or by microseimna. These may obscure the signal onset or even 

the whole of the required signal for low signal/noise ratios* 

In order to identify clear onsets of P wave arrivals, various 

filtering techniques both analog and digital are being used In recent 

times to reduce noise. These filtering methods help to separate and 

identify signal components but they have attendant errors and adverse 

effects on the information gathered from a seismogram.  

Here, more emphasis has been placed on analogue filtering (frequency 

filtering) which occupies more of our routine practice in Edinburgh and 

the effects which filtering imposes on our location method have been 

demonstrated with some experiments conducted in the Data Laboratory, 
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5.2 Noise Characteristics (L0WNBT) 

Most noise sources are due to microseisms which Gutenberg (1958). 

defined as more or less regular motion of the ground, which is not produced 

by earthquakes or explosions. H6wever, mioroseismic activity as recorded 

on a seismogram can vary between a continous 'background' of very short period 

to long period disturbances that can resemble instability or drift of the 

recording instrument. 

LOWNET noise studies were conducted to ascertain the noise level in 

the various stations, Typical average noise frequencies In winter months 

are shown below: 

Station 	 Gain of Amplifier/Modulator 

Dundee (DU) 	 22 liz 	 . 1000 

Auchinoon (AU) 	 18 Hz 	 if 

Black Hill (BR) 	 14 Hz 

Galalaw 	(GL) 	 16 Hz 

Aberfoyle (AB) 	.. 	16 Hz 

Broadlaw (13L) 	 11 Hz 	 1000, 

On quiet days, average noise frequencies fall considerably in some 

stations (AB w  GL, BR), while noise frequencies are still high in DU and AU. 

Typical readings are DU (18Hz), AU (18 Hz), BL (13 Hz), AB (8 Hz), GL (6 Hz) 

and BR (5 Hz). 

Average amplitudes were measured for the outstations, to calculate 

percentage noise and the readings overleaf were obtained. 
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Station 	AverePp1itude (Peak to Peak) 	% Noise 

Dundee (Du) 	 0.2 Volts 	 20% 

Auchinoon (AU) 	 .O1 " 

Aberfoyle (AB) 	 .02 	 2% 

£3roadlaw (BL) 	 .01 " 	 1% 

Gaala (GL) 	 .01 	 1% 

Black Hill (BH) 	 .01 " 	 1% 

Percentage noise calculations vere based on ,a full scale deflection 

of 	I Volt. 



53_Discussion 

In our local studies, we are interested in frequencies up to 10 Hz 

and other frequencies may therefore be treated as noise. 

Dundee (DU) with 20% noise level, has been found to be particularly 

noisy. 

The first arrival onset at this station is always swamped by the 

background noise, especially when the magnitude of the event is low and 

P arrival times (onset) may be in error. 

The noise level here might be due to the interference expected from 

other electronic equipment (large powerful transmitters etc.) owned by 

other departments at the site. Generally one cannot identify P wave 

onset reliably in DU without filtering. 

However, if the instrumental noise can be cured, then Dundee (DU) 

can still be used to monitor earthquakes in the North of Scotland. 

Edinburgh (EDI) records show noise frequencies varying between 8 Hz 

to 16 Hz. Noise frequencies of 12 Hz to 16 Hz have been registered for cars 

passing. Consequently, a local event occurring simultaneously at a time 

when a car is passing will be swamped by the background noise and it is 

difficult to pick the onset without filtering. 

Seismic noise in our local studies is therefore significant if it 

falls within the frequency band 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz. Depending an the noise 

characteristics, outputs from LOWNET stations aré frequency filtered with 

a filter pass bend of 0.1 to 10  or 0.1 to 5 liz. We could notice at times 

that the pass band of 0.1 to 10 Rz did not make any significant improvement 

in the signal to noise ratio. 
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5.4 Eneriments, àondued in Edinburgh, 

Experiments were conducted in Edinburgh Data Laboratory (Seismology 

Unit) to ascertain principally what effects "frequency filtering" , has 

on P arrival onset times. Both explosions. and natural events were 

included in the experiment and local events were investigatod.tà see 

what effects can be produced on our location method which depends on 

P wave arrival times. 

However, during the experiments some results of general interest 

have been pointed out.. 

Some selected experiments have been included in the examples which 

follow: 

Experiment 1, involved investigating carefully what noise, could do to 

a well recorded seismic event.. Th19 experiment has been 

described fully and the results arodiscussed. 

Expriment2, involved the studies of filtering effects on P wave arrival 

times of a well recorded quarry Blast. Results-  are discussed. 

.4.1 Experiment 1 

The aim of this experiment is to find what nOise alone could do to 

a recorded signal with special emphasis on the onset times of P wave arrivals. 

A well, recorded natural earthquake from Bli, one of the quietest stations 

in the, LO'flIET was summed with noise from DtTI,  the noisest outstation. 

tation ratio used was hio. The summed output was filtered through different 

pass band filters (0.1 - 10 Hz, 0.1 -.5 Hz, 0.1 - 3 Hz) and the results were 

compared with the original signal from BE filtered through the same pass bands. 

Outputs were plared on to a jet pen at different gain settings and traces 

were aligned for comparisons. 
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5:-4.2 Results (i) 

Generally, the Krohn-Rite filters worked well. This was revealed 

by the better quality trace on the filtered track. 

The P arrival time from the original event (BR) was found to be 

05 hr: 141m:00 seconds.. The arrival P wave onset for BR 4 Noise was found 

to be late at. 05 hr 11m 00.09 seconds. The noise therefore introduced 

an error of + 0.09 seconds. Furthermore, the arrival time for BR + Noise 

when filtered with a pass band of 0.1. - 5 Hz was found to be even later 

at 05:1:00,1t showing an error of +0,11 seconds. 

More error was introduced when the siièd track, BR + Noise, was filtered 

through 0.1 - 3 Hz. 	This was .+ 0.16 seconds.. 

The above results were obtained with the Jet pen gain at 1 Volt/cm, 

See Pig. 20 for the playout of part of the experiment using a gain of 

2.5 Volts/cm. 

At reduced jet-pen gain of 2.5 Volts/cm, more errors were introduced 

compared: with the same jet-pen speed of I meter/sec at I Volt/cm. 

For pass band, 0.1 to 10 Hz, the error was 0.09 seconds, for pass 

band 0,1 - 5 Hz, the error was increased to 0.16 seconds; and for 

0.1 3 Hz, the error was even more increased to 0.19 seconds. 

At yet a more reduced jot pen gain of 10 Volts/cm, it was found that 

one was lible to introduce more errors as waveforms and amplitude appeared 

smaller. 	'.. 

For filtering, therefore, the optimum jet pen gain was found to be 

1 Volt/cm. 
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THE EFFECT OF NOISE ON ARRIV 

AND FRST MOTION. 
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portent Effect-an  First Motion 

The natural event being discussed was convincingly recorded by all 

field outstations on the 15th April, 1970,  showing compressional onsets. 

(First Motion). 

It was found that, the onset wave form, from the summed output of BH 

and Noise (DU) showed dilatationJ while the original recorded signal in 

1511 was compressional. 

The noise had therefore caused this effect. See Fig. 20 for the 

Noise effect. 

The event was later investigated using different pass band filters 

on the 1511 original track. See Fig. 21. 

The onset filtered through 0.1 - 10 H2 can still be recognised as 

compressions].. However, compressionsl onset could only be recognised 

with extreme care using the 0.1  - 5 Hz filter pass band. But, undoubtedly, 

one could pick dilatational onsets for pass bands 0.1 - 311z, and 0.1 - 2 Hz. 

Although one could see that the first few cycles after the onset in a 

filtered trace show different waveforms from the original unfiltered trace 

and thereby liable to affect digitised results, another revelation from the 

above experiment showed the important effect of changing a compressions]. 

P onset into a dilatational P onset in the filtered trace. This will 

have adverse effects on fault plane studies or focal mechanism. 

The implications are that one should not conclude that an outstation 

is 'upside down' with regard to sense of motion when filtering had been 

applied to the outstation in question. Original unfiltered outputs should 

be consulted whenever one would like to decide sense of motion in a station. 
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FIG. 21:.. FILTERING EFFECT ON ARRIVAL TEMP 

AND FIRST MOTION. 
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The results of the arrival onset times of BH filtered were compared 

with the unfiltered onset time of the original nntural event recorded on 

(PH). It was found that an error of 0.09 sees was introduced by filtering 

through 0.1 5 Hz and the error was increased to 0.15 sees. by 

0.1 - 3 Hz bandpass filtoru. 	.. 

It has been shown that errors of the order of 0.1 sees, and more, 

can be introduced by frequency filtering on arrival times of P waves which 

are used in the time difference location method. If there are no corrections 

made to compensate for these errors, location results can be affected 

considerably. 

EMeriment  

This experiment was conducted to investigate further the filtering 

effect on the arrival times of P waves from explosions. An explosion 

from a quarry, Westfield Open Cast, near &inglassie, Fife was well recorded 

on 24/2/70 by L0WWT stations as shown below. 

Statjri 	Phase. 	 Time 

BH iP t6 30 26.97 

EDI iPg  16 30 29.15 

AU iP 16 30 30.90 

EL IPg  16 30 32.32 

The effect of filtering through pass band (0.1 - 10 Hz, 0.1 - 5 Hz and 

0.1 	3 Hz) was investigated. This experiment, was also carried out by 

employing different jet pen gain settings, namely .0.25 Volt/cm, 1 Volt/cm 

and 2.5 Volt/cm. The vertical component of EDI was investigated. 

01 
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At jet pen gain of 0.25 Volt/cm, it was found that bandpaas 

(0.1 - 3 Hz) produced an error of +0.06 sees. on the arrival time 

at EDI M. However, at this gain, greater amplitudes were recorded 

and the waveforms appeared to be more oscillatory, hence quality of 

record was affected.. 

At jet pen gain 1 Volt/cm, bandpass 0.1 - 10 Hz, caused an error 

of .+ 0.03 seconds; band pass 0.1 - 5 Hz caused Efl error of 0.07 seconds 

and an error of 0.09 seconds was reed for bendpass 01 - 3 lIz. 

These results showed that more error was introduced as one employed 

narrower pasianth Furthermore, the experiments show that the optimum 

Set pen-gain setting in our local studies is 1 Volt/cm. 



It has been shown from the experiments that although filtering enhances 

signal to noise ratio, thereby limiting the effects of noise, it can avere1y 

affect results in the location method based on time differences. 

Errors in P arrival time readings up to 0.2 seconds can be introduced 

by frequency filtering. 

In LOWNET in studying local events the optimum band width was found 

to be. 0.1 - 5 Hz. and one should always correct for the filtering error 

introduced which ranges between 0.06 to 0.09 sacs. This could improve 

the time differences calculated for station pairs after filtering. 

One should always refer to the original unfiltered trace to check 

on first motion which could be altered by filtering. 

It was found that high noise level could have dratic effects on 

timing by introducing time lag. Noise from DU introduced a time delay 

of 0.1 seconds. Noise level should therefore be out down to a tolerable 

level, ppeferably.1%. Dundee (DU) has a high noise level (20%) and 

efforts are to be made to improve it. Relocations of antenna and 

seismometers might be considered. 
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CHAPTER 6 

TIME TERM EXERCISE IN LOWNET 

6.1 Introduction 

In refraction studies, time term analysis has proved a valuable 

method for the interpretation of P arrivals from different refraàtors 

in terms of crustal structure. 

The important point to note is that there are some conditions to be 

satisfied to alloy for proper time term analysis and interpretations. 

These include ptoviaion for interchange point for shot and recording 

station so that both yjfl  have identical time terms; distribution of shot 

points and recording locations should be such that many recording stations 

are not too close to one another and linear configuration of shot and 

recording locations providing reversed profiles,Is ideal for the mathe- 

:niatical analysis. However, both the shot-points and recording locations 

must form extended patterns to provide adequate determination of the 

veocity in the marker layer or refractor. 

Although the distribution of shots and detectors may be two dimensional, 

the time term method can be used to give three-dimensional Interpretation 

of structures. 
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62 The.-Time-Term  Appr ac 

The basis of the time-term approach is the division of the travel 

time of a refracted wave into three parts: the travel time between shot 

and seismcmetor if the layers above the refractor are 1egleoted and the 

delays imposed by these tipper layers at the shot and seismometer locations 

respectively. 

The observational data are built into a set of simultaneous equations 

in the form t 	ai  + b + 
	 * • (23) 

where t 13  .. is the travel time and A 
13 . the distance from the I th shot to the 

j th seismometer, a and b are the time terms that represent delays imposed 

by the upper layers at the shot and seismometer locations, and v2  is the wave 

velocity in the refractor. See Fig. 22. 

Provided the number of observational equations is greater than the 

number of unknowns (a1, b
i 
and v2), the equations can be solved using 

a least square procedure and statistical estimates of the random errors, 

in determin.ng 	b. and v2  can be derived. 

A digital computer is used to solve these equations. The equations, 

however, can be solved unambiguously only if one or more shot point can 

be interchanged with a seismometer station so that both shot and seismometer 

station can have identical time terms. 

In the absence of such a direct interchange the relation between shot 

and station time terms must be adjusted to minimisethe apparent disoontln-

titles of the structure or to concentrate them in the vicinity of geoloca]. - 

faults or anomalies (Wilimore, 1963a). 

In the analysis one difficulty arises in deciding which observations 

near the critical distance for a particular refractor should be included. 



Ray paths through a buried structure, showing 
definition of symbols and allowance for offset 



This is handled by the 'Marker 'Wave Lead' procedure (WiUmore, 196a) 

where a set of observations clearly belonging to a single phase are 

chosen before a time -tem solution is obtained* 

Other observations are added and the process is repeated and if the 

additional obeervationc do not substantially alter the residuals calculated 

from the least squares analysis, they can be taken to belong to the phase 

in question. 

6.2.1 Aasumtions  

The solution is derived on the assumption that the material below 

the boundary- has a uniform propagation" velocity and that the delay 

time for any-  given survey point is the same for all the ray paths 

which begin and end at that point. 

Velocity is aaazned to vary only with depth (perpendicular to 

refractor) within the critically refracted ray cone under the shot 

or station. 

Slope and curvature of the refracting surface is assumed to be smell 

but corrections may be applied to allow for the influence of slope 

and curvature if necessary after a preliminary solution has indicated 

the trend of the structure. (Wilimore and Bancroft, 1960). 

efinition 	Involved 

As shown in rig. 22, the general fefraction equation is 

+ b + t1 /v2 	 ............. (23) 

where a1  and b. are the delay times for the source and recording site due 

to the upper layer above the refractor 
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The distance A:. is defined by drawing tangents to the interface at 

the points of refraction, by dropping perpendiculars from the source and 

detector to these tangents and by taking the distance between the feet of 

the perpendiculars as the required value of / 	(Fig. 22) 

The delay times are defined by equations of the form a1  = h1eos 0  /v1  .. (2a) 

where h1 is the length of the normal , O is the angle of refraction (usually 

assumed to be critical) and v1  is the velocity in the upper medium. The 

equations have been discussed in detail by Wilimore and. Bancroft (1960) and 

a correction formula is available to cover the case for which refraction 

takes place at other than grazing incidence. 

In applying the time-term method, one is likely to start,  without prior 

knowledge of the structure and must therefore make a trial solution which. 

ignores the effects of possible inclinations of the refracting boundary and 

other structural anomalies. It has been pointed out (Wil].more, 1969)  that 

the identification of onsets can be in doubt until trial values of time-terms 

are available for insertion on time-distance curves. 

6E2.3 Recent Alications of the Method 

The time term method was formulated and developed by Scheidegger and 

Wiliinore (195) and Wilimore and. Bancroft (1960). 

Smith, Steinhart and Aldrich (1966) and Berry and West (1966) applied 

the method to a large scale refraction survey over a multilayered structure, 

the Lake Superior seismic experiment of 1963. 

Mereu and Hunter (1969) used the time term method of analysis to study 

crustal and upper mantle structure under the Canadian Shield from Project 

Early Rise Data, while Blundell and Parks (1969) also studied the crustal 

structure beneath the Irish Sea by use of the time term analysis. There 

are other examples to show that the method is finding applications throughout 

the world recently. 
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Reiter (1970) conducted an investigation Into the time-term method 

of seismic refraction data analysis, to determine implicit sources of 

error and to provide guidelines for its proper use. He derived error 

terms for computed refractor depths for a simply dipping refractor surface 

and a symmetrical anticlinal refractor surface. Some of Helter's 

conclusions are already known. However, he claimed that the accuracy 

of the time term method is completely dependent upon the refractor 

structure and the angle of dips involved. He recommended that high dip 

observations are to be avoided 	since this is a source of error in the 

method. But it should be pointed out that corrections for inclined ray 

paths have been treated by Wilimore. and Bancroft (1960.) O'Brien (1968) 

also criticed the method. 

O'Brien critisms were entred on a re-interpretation of the 1963 

Lake Superior Seismic Experiment. He observed that improper weighting 

of the data by the time-term method causes the derived structural relief 

of the Moho to be nearly twice the true relief. 

Bñt it should be noted that, Violations of the assumptions underlying 

the method causes data to be weighted incorrectly. 

Hamilton (1970) used the time-term method to obtain station time 

corrections and a crustal model, for use in locating after shocks in the 

vicinity of the Borrego Mountain in California. 

Hamilton's goal in using station time corrections was similar to the 

exercise in LOWNET but we differed in the location techniques. He used a 

constant time term correction for all stations while in the L0WNiT, we 

considered actual station values as time corrections because the time-differeice 

location method is very sensitive to time differences. 



6.  3 LOWNET Time Terms 

It is desirable to find out time terms for the LOWNET stations 

to be used. as "station corrections" and also time terms for some quarry 

locations within the LO'WNET area to be used as "source corrections" for 

travel times derived for some timed shots. This measure needs to be 

applied as error corrections to readings used in the location method, 

so as to find out effects on locations. 

Unfortunately there were only few timed shots at the time of 

writing this thesi§ and the distribution of quarry positions could only 

permit the investigation of the ±ofractor velocity of the second segment 

of the P travel time plot for L0T (See Pig. 2) namely the 5.65 1c/sec, 

refractor within range 50 km of any survey poInt. 

Preliminary time-term interpretations were carried out by an available 

time-term computer program written by Dr. S. Crampin and Dr. R. Parks 

(Parke, 1967). This program solves a1  and b and v by the least-square 

method from a system of simultaneous equations of the form 
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. . . . * . . . . . . . . 
there t1  are the travel times of a particular refracted phase and Aij 

are the distances between the 1k-tb shot and the j-th station. 

The time terms a1  and b are characteristics of the layers above the 

refractor at the individual sites. 

First the time terms are solved as a function of the velocity setting 

the last "b" to zero and afterwards the velocity is solved using the calculated 

time terms. The computer pregrameing is facilitated by the use of matrix 

notations for the calculations which also has the advatage that the variance 

and co-variance coefficients become easily available during the calculations 

for estimating the uncertainties of the solutions. Description of the 

computer trogram notation for data sets and solutions can be found in Appendix E. 



6.3.1iata Set 70 

Timed shots 'from two quarries namely Kaires Hill near' Kirkitewton, 

Midlothian and Craigpark near 'Ratbo, Mi diothian together 'with two naval 

hots'iire'd: rom' Dalgety Bey and Blackness were used in this investigation. 

Trvel times to five f"the' sevéñ L0WIEV stations, ñamelr,' Edinburgh (Et$X), 

Auchiñon (AU), Galalaw (GL), 'leckhiIl (BR) and: Broadliaw (Bt) were 

calculated end distances to these stations from ,the respective shot points 

were copited using a co piate;'r' program suitable for'ehort distances. (See 

Appendix F). These d tanoes were dalculated froth 'goraphical 'co-ordinates 

of' the locatiOns.. 

Actual number of,shota used were otir (1)  and 'stations 'np1oyèd were 

five (5)  yielding 18  observational equations. 

The refxactór velocity wásfouthd to be 5-62  km/sec. by the time-term 

method and the graphical method using the time-distance plot was found to 

be 5.65 km/sec. 

See Data Set 70, Appendix 0 for LOWNET'Rosuts. Fig. 23, shows the 

distribution of stations and shot points for'Data SOt TO. 

Time To Eeut 	(LOWNET) 

It was koiind that itaimes Quairy () was close to LOWNET station AU. 

To i, fit-at aproimation;'the'sO to' sm-vey' points were 'given the same 

time-terms. 

The"additive" constant :for this reduction can be Calculated t'rn the 

relative time terms show-n: by the print out. 

If this constant is a, then 

0.092 	O.14 - a 	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2I) 

:. 	2 a = 0.506 	 •1 • • • •• • . . . 

a = 0.253 
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Absolute time terms are therefore derived from the relative time terms 

by adding or subtracting the constant o a 0.253. 

eliminar ,y Time Toms !le 

Location Rd. Time Terms. ABS, Time Terms 

Kaimes(h2) 0.414 seess 0.161 seas. 

Daigety Bar (50) 0.532 " 0.279 

Blackness (56) 0.573 " 0.320 " 

Craigark (41) 0.525 " 0.272 " 

L (221) -0.052 " 0.201 

AU (213) -0.092 o.i61 

BK (21) 0.010 Q.263 " 

GL (217) -6.182 0.071 

EDI(201) 0.000 0.253 " 

Ross 

Results from this preliminary run, showed that time terms tend to 

increase from the south towards the Korth. See Fig. 23. Oslalaw (GL) 

has a time term of 0.071 seas. which is particularly low. Auchinoon (AU) 

followed with a value of 0.t61 sees. ,  Broadlaw is the next with a value 

of 0,201 sees. 

GL situated on the Lainmeznuir Hills and BL on the Moorfoot Hills, 

are both lying irmediste1r West of the Southern Upland Fault which might have 

an effect 

,Auchinoon (AU) has a low value which might be thie to the intrusive nature 

(Tholeeite Sill) ofthe bedrock. 
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6.4 Modification of the Time-Term Method 

There are more untimed quarry data available than are timed shots. 

The time-term method of analysis was therefore modified to permit the use 

of the untimed data for further investigations. 

This modification allowed one to use the computer program but Could 

read in arrival times instead of travel times in the data set. Velocities 

are expected to be true of the refractor and one of the unknown time terms 

in this case the "b."s is true of the survey points while the "a 1"s will 
only be arbitrary. 	(a1's 	represent shot poits and b3ts are LOWNET stations). 

6.4.1 Mathematical-Consideration— 

Let a be shot time terms for quarry and b3  LOWNET station time term. 

For time term survey, the refraction equation is given by 

t j 	a1  + b3  + A13 /v 	 . . . S • 0 0 5• • 0 • (27) 

as defined already in equation 23. 

Untimed Epuatioiis 

The proper time term equation is to be modified to account for untimed 

explosions which are recorded in the LOWNET stations as Arrival Times. 

Let arrival time at 13  

. 	at 
ij 

32 ot1  + t1 	 .............(28) where 

is origin time and t1  is travel time. 

From (27) 

at15 	oti  = a. +b. + 

at. 	(a1  + ct1) +b3  

since origin time is characteristic of the shot point. 



Equation (30) is now compared to a proper time term equation where 

t. 
V 

prom equation (30) it would be realised that. the term (a1  + ot1) 

would be relative but b will reprasent.tbe true time term:fOr the L0WN.1 

stations, ,  . 	. 	 .. 

er.  Tim 	 viii therefore be 

at, 	- ot 	a • + b, + 	• where ot. is known 	. .. (32) 

	

I 	•1 	j 	• 	 1 

V 

Our time-term (untimed) Equation will be 

at..-ot.a +b.+. (33) 

V.  

at. 	(a + at.) + b. + A.. 	 . ' 	. 
3.3 	1 	3 	 ...... 

V 
+ 	4. 

L0'WNET QUAP? 	LOWNET LOWNET 

Arrival time 	true trpa Distances 

Times 	terms 	time and true' 
terms refractor velocity* 

6.1.2.A1ieations 	.Unt:ime4 Shots 

The method vas first tested on the data of Berry and West (1966) using 

the Lake: Superior 1963 Experiment.  

., . ' Data Set. 10, employing survey points as shown in Fin. 2, was re-rim 

with the same data but with an arbitrary constant, 10 sees, added to the 

travel times èhánging it to arrival times. The rothlts are expected to show 

the same refractor velocity and the same .b time-terms. 

It was found that the velocity remained the same, 8.3 1/sec. and the- 

time terms remained the same but for some rounding off errors of 

±0.002 seas. 
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See Appendix H, Data Set 101 for the re-run of"Lake Superior Experiment'L 

results and comparison. 

Following the initial success of the method it was then applied to 

LOWNET quarry data. 

The application was restricted by the' distribution of 'the'quarrie's 

reporting shot times to Edinburgh. However, the method was applied to 

a distribution of survey points aligned in North-South direction and 

East-West direction to investigate whether the refractor velocity is 

changing. 

Untirned data sets 71, (Appendix I) partially aligned North-South 

give a refractor velocity of 5.0 km/Sec. See Appendix 3, for untimed 

data Set 82 which gave a veiocitt of 5.63 km/sec. in the East-West direction. 

However, a circular configuration,of untimed data set 94; involving quarry 

sites, 619  13, 29, 55, 46, 37 and LOWNET stations CL, BL O  AU and EDI yielded 

a refractor velbcity of 5.60 km/see. Distribution of survey points can be 

inferred from Fig. 23. 

Data Set 82, yielding station time terms for AU, BL, OL, EDI was 

Compared with Data Set 70 which yielded a velocity of 5.62 km/sec. for 

timed shots. Practically the refractor velocity was about the same 

but there were differences in the station time-terms. 
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TABLE  6 

arison of ,!Time,,Te=s-  (Preliminary Results) 

Data Set Refractor Velocity Relative Time Terms Abs. Time Terms 

82 5.63 1/sec. (AU) -0.122 sees 0.131 sees. 

(BL) 0,138 	" 0.391 

(GL) -0.241 0.012 	" 

(EDI) 0.000 0.253 	" 

70 5.62 km/sec. (AU) -0.092 0.161 

(BL) -0.052 	" 0.201 	" 

(GL) -0.182 	' 0.071 

(i) 0.000 0.253 	' 

(Au) 0.030 

Differences (BL) 0.190 	" 

(.) 0.059 

0.000 

Time terms are showing differences of up to +0.2 sees. in the East-West 

direction. This might be due to structural differences and further 

investigations by the time-term method would provide interesting results. 
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(Untimed. Shots) 

A circular configuration of shots was used in. Data, Set 80 Appendix K,. 

as though shots were fired into the LOW-NET stations. With the velocity 

constrained LOWNET time terms were calculated for, 6 stations from quarries 

23, 37, 43, 51, 55, I6, 61' end 52i 	See Fig. 23, for survey points. 

esuIts were compared as shown in Table T.  

ZL7 

LOWNET Station Time Terms 

Stations Circular Configuration North-South 

Time Term AU 
- 

0.102 sees. 0.161 	sees.. 
if BL 0.112 	" 0.201 	" 

GL 0.1t7 0.071 

H  AB 0.074 	" 

ElI 0.292 	" 0.263 	" 

ft ' EDT 0.253 	" 0.253 	" 

6.1i.1iResults 

Differences in time term values were found for the LOWNET stations 

involved namely AU (0.059 sees.), BL (0.089 sees.)., GL (0.0I6 sees..), and 

BU (0.029 sees.). 

Thece results show that the time terms are varying and station corrections 

to be used are to be carefully selected. This implies that time terms 

obtained for LOWNET stations in the North-South direction are only to be 

used as error corrections for location of events in this direction.. 
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Discussion 

It 3' a31ned that the refractor velocity investigated does not vary 

and is of the order of 562 km/sec 

It is particularly interesting to note the low time-term of Gala Law 

and Aberfoyle. These are both on highlands bordering the southern Upland 

Fault and the Highland Boundary fault respectively.  

It has been shown by.  the variation in the proper time-term method 

used that untimed data can be used to provide reliable information on 

refractor velocities and station time terms. 

However, using the travel time data. available, full structural 

analysis cannot be conducted and it appears Dfrther investigations by the 

time term method heto be done, using more data in order to yield full 

tifee dimensional underlying structure. 
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6.6 	of Station Time-Term corrections (Location Method) 

Time-toxin values as derived by the analysis described, were used as 

station corrections for Eli, AU mid EDI to relocate events from the quarries 

enclosed by this triangular station configuration. 

Quarries involved are Kairnec (42), CraIgpark (141)  Goat (26). 	See 

Fig. 23. The exercise was later extended to Orrôek Quarry (29), and 

Westfield Open Cast (23) to include GL and EL in the source determination. 

Time-terms computed for the stations are 0.263 sees. (Eli), 

0.161 sees. (AU); 0.253 sees, (EDI); 0,071 sees. (OL) and EL (0.201 sees.). 

Those values were subtracted from the respective P arrival time readings 

after which time differences were recomputed and the positions of the 

sources relocated by the time-difference location method. 

Improvements were shown in the relocated positions. 

Some few exples using large explosions are shown below. 

Quarry (ki) Craigpark 
	

Date 23/6/69 

UNCORRECTED READIN 
	

CORRECTED READINGS 

Dli 	16 03 	37.61 Dli 	16 03 	37.35 
EDI 	16 03 	33.38 EDI 	16 03 	33-12  

t 14.23 sees. (EDI) At 14.22 sec. 	(EDI) 

EDI 16 03 33.38 

AU 16 03 32.146 

At 	 0.92 sees. (AU) 

LOCATION 

GRID RERERENCE, 600/3120 

ERROR = 1 KM 

CEARGE SIZE (21400 lbs.) 

EDI 16 03 33.13 

AU 16 03 

At 	 0.83 sees. (AU) 

RELOCATED 

GRIll imPERENcE, 6705/3124 

ERROR Q.45KM 
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Quarry (29) Orrock 	Late 27/2/70 

UNCORRECTED READINGS  

BR 13 59 50.81 

EDT 1-3 5-2 149.14€ 
At 	 1.35 sees. (EDT) 

CORRECTED READINGS 

BR 13 59 50.55 

EDT :1359 

At 	 1.314 sees, (EDT) 

GL 	13 	59 53.26 GL 	13. 	59 53.19 
BR BR 	1L29 -50,05 
At 2.135 sees. 	(BR) At 2.614 sees. 	(BR) 

LOCATION RELOCATING 

GRID REFERENCE 6878/3225 GRID REFERENCE 6883/3220 

ERRQR .1.2 KM 

CHARGE SIZE (5250 s.) 

Emmle 

Quarry (23) Westfield 

UNCORRECTED READINGS 

AU 17 	00 03,90: 

EDT 1T 	00 	. 02.43 

At 1.147 sees. 	(EDT) 

EDT 17 	00 02.143. 

,BE 17 	00 	00i'22 

At 2.21' sees. 	(BR) 

LOCATION 

GRID REFERENCE 6968/3176 

ERROR 0.14 KM 

CORRECTED READINGS 

AU . 17 	00 	03.714 

EDT 17. SC 02.18 

At 	 1.56 sees. (EDT) 

EDT 17 00 02.18 

BR 16  59 59,26 

At 	 2.22 sees. (BR) 

RELOCATING 

GRID REFERENCE 6975/3188 

Date 11/3/69 

ERROR 3.8 KM 	. 	.. ... 	ERROR, 2.3 KM 

CHARGE SIZE (3000 bs.) 



6.6.1 Results 

It was found that relocated positions using time-terms for the various 

stations as corrections, shoved improvement ranging from 10% to 65% 

It was also found that time terms derived for East-West station 

configuration showed better improvement when applied to stations BL, 

GL, and AU in relocating event from Kaimes Quarry (12)  In that direction. 

This might imply that suitable time terms should be applied in the 

appropriate directions in order to achieve bettor accuracy. 

It has been shown that locations for better recorded events are 

probably accurate to within 1/2 1, when suitable time term corrections 

are applied. 
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SEISMICITY  OF GHANA COMPARED WITH SEI SMI CITY OF SCOTLAND 

7.1 Introduction 

The seismicity of Ghana has been reviewed with special emphasis on 

the well-documented. Accra Earthquake of June 22, 1939. 

Information on Scottish Earthquakes collected from catalogues and 

from recent events recorded by LOWNET has been given. 

Consistency of earthquake occurrences in specific places has been 

shown and brief comparisons of the nature of the earthquakes in the two 

countries have been made. 

The importance t6 Ghana of such recent topics as "dam induced 

earthquake" and the "New Global tectonics" basad on the hypotheses of 

Continental Drift, Ocean Floor Spreading and Transform Fault Theory, 

has been discussed. 

A programme of Seismological Research in Ghana showing how a network 

of the LOWNET specifications can be used, has been formulated; and the 

contributions of Ghanain seismological research to world Seismological 

Objectives are given besides local and regional objectives. 
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7.2 Seismicity of Ghana 

Since there was no instrumental recording except within the period 

1914 to 1933, information on seismicity of Ghana had been collected mainly 

from scientific and non-scientific periodicals, historical records and 

valuable observatory records within the period of instrumental recording. 

Southern Ghana is more active than any other region in Ghana, especially 

along the coastal area around Accra. 

Historical records mentioned an earthquake in 1636 which buried alive 

miners in Obuasi Gold Mine, There had been major earthquakes in 1862, 1906 

and 1939;  all these had disastrous effects, casualties and deaths. Minor 

shocks were recorded in 1858, 1863, 1883, 1907, 1911, 1923, 1930 9, 1933, 

1934, 1935 and there are others recorded in recent years. 

The 1862 earthauske was more severe than the 1939 earthquake of 

magnitude. 6.5 which was well recorded instrumentally overseas. In 1906, 

the maximum intensity was recorded in Ho, (Intensity VIII MM Scale) and at 

places along the eastern foot of the Akwapim Range. (See Fig. 28 for 

Isoseismals of 1906 Earthquake). Aftershocks continued for three weeks. 

In 1914, a Milne-Shaw seismograph was installed in Ac era and this 

recorded earthquakes near Accra almost everyday until 1933 when operation 

ceased 	In May 19, 1933 the seismograph recorded a shock with epiceritre 

located at 1°05'S and 110W. It falls in line with epicentres along the 

Chain Fracture Zone of the Central Mid-Atlantic Ridge. See Fig. 26. & 27. 

7.2. 1 The AaEa,hquake of 22nd Jie 1939 

A violent earthquake shook Accra on 22nd June 1939 and this was felt 

at places more than 500 miles away (See Isoseismal map Fig. 25). Accra 

is subject to earthquakes which are probably caused by adjustment along 
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,FrG 26. 	Earthquake épicentresin the South Atlantic Ocean. 19,1 81966) 

Figure is adapted from Stover (1968) 



faults in the vicinity of the øoast. There were 133 casualties and 16 

were killed. Accra recorded intensity IX on the Modified Mercafli Scale 

and isoseismals were extended to neighbouring Dahomey, Nigeria and the 

Ivory Coast 

This earthquake was recorded instrumentally by stations all over 

the world, 

Greater intensities were associated with the Akvapiiu - Togo - Atacora 

range 	There were falls of large boulders from the steep slopes of this 

ranges It was believed 79 aftershocks were felt to middle of August; 

20 in the first 24 hours after the main hock 	Recorded aftershocks were 

most frequent in Accra and Winneba suggesting that, the majority of the 

aftershocks occurred in the same region as the main shock. 

Tillotson (1941)'' reported that the earthquake was . normal and shallow 

except for small surface waves which showed in seismograms. This aspect 

of instrumental information can be investigated in Ghana when instrumental 

recording is resumed 

1#2.2 Positio&of Eicentre 

Tillotson gave Lat. 	1' N and Long. 0%' W 	±0.03°  

Although U.S.C.G.S. and Strassbourg reported epicentres of this 

earthquake, Tillotson's matched with macroseismic data. 

From Tillotson's results a position of the epicentre was located out 

to sea about 25 miles south of Accra and immediately above the steep slope 

at the edge of the Continental shelf bordering the deep trough. (See Fig. 28). 

It is located on the suggested fault parallel to the margin of the continental 

shelf and this is thought to be an extension of the Chain Frature'Zone. 

Depth of focus was estimated at 13 km 1 2 km. 
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Most stations reporting in Europe were all in one azimuth 'and good 

stations in America were also at further distance away and their azimuth 

did not differ greatly from that of European Stations in this case. 

However,, the .rnaoroaeismio evidence and geological effects tend to support 

the epicentral position indicated and favours the possibility of slippage 

along old faults. 

7.2.3 Geological Effects 

Fissures were observed in aUuvuim in direction N200E extending 

for .11 miles and varying in, width from ift to 15 1% in-places (Tokuse). 

This fissuring which occurred cloe to the Akwapimian-Gra:njite boundary 

was believed to be associated with the deep seated Akwapimian Fault. 

Vents appeared in places from which sand, mud, or water were expelled. 

Changes in the level of the crust were discovered by geodetic 

measurements. The largest displacement was found to be 11 ft. 

a) It is important to note that tbe..sedimentary rocks (sandstones 

and shales) of Accra augment the effects of seismic disturbances 

more than in other areas which have firm geological foundation. 

Isoseismais 7 and 8.,. East of Saltpond and Isoseismal 9, (See 

Fig, 25) near Wei5a, are areas of Superficial unconsolidated Sediments. 

However, the lower intensity (6) of. Nawi, which is only 22 miles 

from Accra was due to the underlying rocks which are mainly granites 

and gneias. 

The tJnstable Area 

It is worthwhile to note the consistency of recent earthquake. 

epicentreslocted in Ghana with those of historical record. Recent 
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earthquake,  epicentres instrmnentally located by U.S.C.G.S. and I.B.C. have 

been plotted. (See Fig. 28 for 1964, 1969) and Apndix L for stations 

recording February 1969  earthquake. 	 . 

For the earthquake of 11th March 1961, the Epicentre was located at 

ON, 0.30W by I.S.Cb.  using 6 stations and for the 9th February • 1969 the 

epicentre was locatMby.U.S.C.G.S. at 5. 0N .and 0.i°W using .20. stations. 

Depths were normal in both cases with magnitude 4.9 for the latter. 

These earthquakes were felt in the same regions in,SoutherrI Ghana 

as those felt in hiøtrical records and the assumption of pre-existent 

tectonic strains in the seismic area along the coast seems to be confirmed 

There is some e itieice.of unstable zone along the length of the 

Akwa.pim. Range. from . Senya Bereku on the coast to Atakpame in French Togoland. 

The Akwapim fold range is continuous for over 500 miles frin the Niger 

area in . Dthomey to the coast of Senya Beroku. Earthquake shocks are 

frequent in the vicinity of certain parts of the Akwapim range other 

than near Accra. 

According to Ioert (1907) the intensity of the 1906 earthquake 

was greatest at Ho and slightly less at Acera. A minor shock was felt 

at Palime In October 1930 and in January 133 another shock occurred 

in the Palirne-Misahoe Sector. A spectacular effect was a hot spring 

produced at the foot of the Aga Mountain. 

The interpretation given to the bending of the isoseismals towards 

NE in the vicinity of the Togo-Atacora Range and the relatively high 

intensities at Misahoc and Aled3o situated on the range (See Fig. 25) 

was an effeet due to the instability of the underlying rocks. 



73 Seismic Areas of the Guinea Coast 

Structural features of the Guinea Coast are shown in Fig. 27, showing 

the Romanohe fracture Zone and the Chain Fracture Zone of the Mid-Atlantic 

Ridge. These fracture zones reach Africa between sedimentary basins. 

The Chain fracture Zone is suggested to run close to the edge of the 

shelf offsetting the continent 300 Ion. Three faults are shown which are 

making angles of 200  with the shelf edge. Kevin Burke (1969)  suggested 

these faults might be tensional features produced by left lateral motion. 

In Fig. 29, is shown the Mid-Atlantic Ridge illustrating the strike 

of the transform faults in the equatorial Atlantic. The present movement 

of Africa relative to South America has been indicated. The figure was 

adapted from Heezon and Tharp (1965); Fig, 26, also shows earthquake 

epicentres in the South Atlantic Ocean (1918-1966) and it will be seen 

how- earthquake epicentres cluster around the Romanohe Fracture Zone and the 

Chain Fracture Zone. It will be noticed that most of the large earthquakes 

(Magnitude 7) and larger are recorded in these zones. 

It is likely that Southern Ghana will be shaken occasionally by events 

from these zones. 

Fig. 30, shows possible locations of major mesozoic fracture zones 

(dashed lines). The tectonic features including crustal spreading rates 

are displayed. Figure is adapted from Le Pichon, 1968. 
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F1G291 	Map showing the Mid-Atlantic ridge and the strike of the 

transfoxn .faults 	The figure was adapted from Heezen and 

Tharp 1965 	.. 	 ., 
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FIG. 30:  

-3 Map showing Atlantic 

'locations of major 

mesozoic fracture zones. 

The tectonic features 

including crustal spreadin 

rates are displayed. 

The figure is adapted 

from Le Pichon (1968). 
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T. Seismicity Scotland 

Within the period (1916-191 9), 120 earthquakes were recorded in 

Scotland. (Dollar, 199). Information 'within the period 1916-1935 was 

gathered from scientific and non-scientific periodicals, observatory 

records and private communications according to Dollar who had compiled 

a catalogue of Scottish Earthquakes from 1916  to 1949. Seismological 

observatories were stationed in Edinburgh and Aberdeen. 

It was observed that earthquakes recorded showed close association 

with some 32 well defined foci or focal groups, notable among which were 

thoee of Comr'ie, Menstrie and Inverness, as far as frequency of occurrence 

is concerned. 

The. earthquakes are found to be tectonic, resulting from email and 

relatively rapid displacements along faults. 

Principal earthquakes were recorded in Oban, Colintraive, Inverness, 

Cirie, Lochaber and Stirling. Notable among these were the earthquakes 

at Comrie in July 1.8, •191 5.; Pitiochry August 1934, LoOhgilphead January 16, 

1927, and tremors in East Midlotbian and Killearn which occurred in March 21, 

1938. 

Distribution of Erthq.akes 

The five broad seismic regions of Scotland are Glen More recording 

3.1 events during the period studied (1916-194.9);  Ochi]. Hills and district 

recording .30 events, Breadalbane recording 23; Western Ross recording 

13 events, and South. 4rgyl]. recording 12 earthquakes. See Fig. 31. 

Minor seismic activity was shown in the remaining seismic regions, 

mainly Clydes dale (5 earthquakes) and Pentland. Hills (5 earthquakes). 



FIG.31 Epicentres of Scottish seismic foci in relation, to major faultS. 

FTER A.T.DOLLAR 
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Dollar (1950) observed that seismic activity recorded in Comrie, 

Stirliüg, Menstrie, Locliaber,Lochgilphead, Oban, Gairloek, Inverness, 

Bothwell and Edinburgh constituted 52 of 'the t8t1' nwnbr of events 

• recorded during 1916-191 9. The remaining 18% consst of single earthquakes 

at such plac as Alva,P±llicoultry and Dollar which are all close to 

Mgustrie. Through the period coneidered,' Comrie remained most active and the 

frequency at Stiling increased while that of 'Menstrie decreased. 

_T.4.2 Unstable Area 

' 	The seismic centres mentioned above are confined almost entirely 'to 

Central Scotland and are surrounded by a zone in which there has been little 

or no seismic activity during the period concerned. 

It as reckoned that 16% of the total area of Scotland showed evidence 

of seismic activity between 1916  and 1 9i9, while the remaining % has no 

evidence of seismicity. 

The largest isoseismai. of any earthquake of truly Scottish origin 

was about 32,000 square miles, associated with the' earthquake in Inverness 

of August 16, 191. 

7,4.3 Intensities of Earthguakes an&Sess Belief 

No earthquake of intensity VIII was recorded during the period concerned. 

Two of intensities VII and eight of intensities VI were recorded. One of 

the Intensity Vii's was recorded in 'Lochaber. (Davison Scale). 

Major axes of isoseismal lines drawn for 13(11%) of the earthquakes 

considered showed orientations which are approximately NE-SW in 514%  of cases; 

ENE-WSW in 23% of oases; NNE-SSW in 8% of cases; and NW-SE in 15% of cases; 

These figures suggest a dominant stress-relief along individual faults or 

group of faults having a NE-SW or Caledonian trend, together with some relief 

along similar planes of weakness striking at 90 to the first, i.e. parallel 
to a NW-SE or Charnian direction. 



Table 8 shows relationships between directions of stress-relief and 

tiine,in terms of numbers of faults f particular orientations which were 

active in the three main seismic periods between 1916 and 1949 (Dollar, 1950). 

TABLE 8 

Relationshi Between Directions of. Stresa-1e.ief and Time 

Seismic 
Periods 

Numbers of Main Movement along Faults 
of Specified Orientations 

1916-1927 

NW-SE NNE-SSW NE-SW ENE-WSW E-W 

2 8 21 5 5 

1930-1938 11 - 27 7 

19140-19149 2 	. - . 	16 	. 15 - 

This table shows the predominance of stress-relief along faults 

of Caledonian trend throughout the period involved. 

The relative importance of stress-relief along directions of 

Uharnian trend between 1930-1938 has been shown but the relative 

unimportance of this trend in the preceçuing and following periods 

can be noticed.. 
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1.2  Recent S'eisicityofScotland 

With the installation ofthe Scottish Lowl anas Network (LOWNET) the 

seismicity of Scotland is being studied. Natural earthquakes as well as 

explosions frdm mines are being recorded in the LOWNET. However, quarry 

blasting generates most of the local seismic events. See Fig. 32. 

In Edinburgh (seismology Unit) reports are regularly received from 

Quarry Stations over Scotland about charge sizes and approximate times of 

blasting. The histogram shows that in November and December 1969, this 

operation reached its peak, (Pig. 32.). 

However, it has been Observed that there is some consistency about 

some recent earthquakes felt in the same areas as shown by historical 

records. Nine earthquakes have been located near the Pentland Fault, 

two (2) near Stirling, one near the Ochil fault, one near, the Highland 

Boundary Fault and one in Loeligliphead recently (October 21, 1969). 

More information will be gathered by operating the LOWNET for a period 

of 5 years. 

Fig. 33, shows natural earthquakes recorded in relation to major 

Scottish faults, 
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7on.offijicities 

Ohanalan earthquakes are more violent in their nature having disastrous 

effects, although the large ones occur occasionally and are not frequent. 

Scottish earthquakes are milder althoh alarming. 

Earthquakes in both countries are fault induced. 

It has been shown that submarine earthquakes will plague the Ghanaian 

Coast while Scotland would also expect some severe shaking from the North 

Sea, occasionally. 

The geological effects of earthquakes in Ghana show striking differences 

and portrar their violent nature. As already mentioned Ghanaian Earthquakes 

reach higher magnitudes than Scottish ones. 

However, both countries have interesting geological structures and the 

dimensions of the two countries neéceitate regional seismicity studies by 

use of Frequency Modulation .and telernetering techniques. 

Little damage to structures (buildings) in Scotland were reported, 

whereas structures were rased to the ground in Ghana during the 1906  and 

1939 earthquakes. No deaths were reported in Scotland whereas people 

get killed in Ghanaian earthquakes. Perhaps the standard of construction 

in Scotland promotes the safety factor required for the expected magnitudes 

of earthquakes. 

It was realised that both countries have stable and unstable areas. 

In Scotland, the unstable area is in Central Scotland, while in Ghana the 

unstable area is in Southern Ghana particularly along the coastal strip. 
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Seismic Acti yand Water  Loading 

One important aspect of seismicity which could be considered in Ghana 

is te problem of Dam-induced Earthquakes." 

There is now some evidence that construction of artificial lakes can 

produce earthquakes in areas previously free from them. The most recent 

one at Koyna, India caused at least 200 deaths on 10th December 1967, 

Fig. 35 • This shows that damaging earthquakes can result from the construction 

of dams. 

In Ghana, the artificial Volta Lake formed by constructing the 

Akocombo Dam on the River Volta, has created the fl1argest man-made lake 

in the world. When fully formed, this lake will cover an area of 

3275 square miles and a shorelIne of 14500 miles. The length of the 

Volta Lake is about 250 miles. 

7.7.1 Ex 	es of Dam Induce4 arthq 

One example which has become classic concerns the Boulder Dam in 

Colorado. No earth tremors had been recorded from the area around Lake 

Mead formed by the Boulder Dam in the 15 years that preceded the construction 

of the dam. The lake started to fill in 1935. 

During 1937, about 100 tremors were felt while the level roc to some 

1400 ft, representing a load of 21 thousand million tons. During 1938, 

seismographs were Installed near the dam and these recorded some thousands 

of tremors that were generally imperceptible without instrument. These 

records enabled epicentres to be located • See Fig. 314. Located epicentres 

are aboiwn in the Lover Lake Mead region from June to December, 1942. 
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Figure34 Locate4 ., 
epicentres in the lower, 
Lake Mead region, 
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FIG. 314. 	Located epicentres in the lower Lake Mead region (June 19112) 

through December 191414. (After DS.Carder) 	,• . 
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It is believed that the tensions accummu].ated in the rooks during 

1935- 2 were released along faults. The releases occurred after an 

increase in load was 'noticed. 

Other examples in France showing seismicity created by the construction 

of dams have been shown in Figs. 36a, b 
	Several local tremors were recorded 

by seismographs installed in the lake area. An example in Africa is the 

seismicity created by the Kariba Darn built in the gorges of the River :zambesi 

on the frontier separating Rhodesia and Zambia. Filling started in May 1960. 

Tremors recorded by Rhodesian seismologists in January and February 1962, 

could be shown to originate from Kariba. In March 1962, 30 such shocks 

were recorded. Severe tremors of magnitudes 6.1 and 6 had been recorded 

in the area. It is important to note that the Kariba region was regarded 

as having no seismic activity before the dam was built. 

Fairhead and Girdler (1969) showed that in the Kariba Dam area, 

relocation of epicentres show a very impressive correlation with deep 

water, and it is possible that the more recent earthquakes may be seasonal 

and correlated with the extra loading following the rains. 

Similar connections have been demonstrated for the dams built at 

Kremasta and Marathon in Greece where the diagram (Fig. 37) shows the 

pattern of filling of the Kremasta Lake and the earthquake activity set 

up in the region. 

At the Ninth Congress on large dams at Istanbul in 1967, participants 

pointed out that dam induced tremors could be attributed to crustal adjust-

:ments taking place in and around the lake created, due to the large iter 
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FIG. 36a. 	Darn of Monteynard (Fraice) and i9seisma1 map of the earthquake 

of 25th Apri].  1966  (After J.PJ(othe) 

	

I G 36b. 	Darn of Monteynard. (France) and isoseismal map of the earthquake 

of 214th August 1966 (After J.P.Rothe) 
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Examples given so far are believed to be responsible for triggering 

stored-strain energy. The crustal block is considered to be strained 

to near yield point but in delicate' equilibdtmi and this equilibrium may 

be upset by 'a sudden shifting Of the load or by lubrication of fractures 

in the rocks. 

77.2 Proposed Volta Lake Seismic Network 

Recent discu alone in Edinburgh 'Seismology Unit with Dr. P.L.Willmore 

on 	possible seismic network to stuj seismicity in the Volta Lake area, 

have considered the use of magnetic tape recording and tolemetering by 

microwave radio, a powerful system.. The network will be similar to the 

LOWNET system. 

In view of the extent of the Volta Lake (250 miles) 4e have considered 

two recording points each linked by radio to four outstations. Each of the 

recording points would have three cempOonts and would need attention once 

in two days. Each telerneterèd Outstation would have a simple component 

and would run off batteries for three or four months bet4een service calls. 

Thus, the whole network would record the seismic waves at ten (10) 

points on the ground and could be maintained by a total team of perhaps 

three. 

Stations selected are based on the requirements discussed in Chapter I. 

The Volta Lake area would then be divided into a Northern and Southern 

Section. See Fig. 38 for distribution of stations. 

In the Southern Section four outstations namely Adufus, Abetifi, 

Begoro and He].0 will transmit seismic data into a receiving station near 

Akosoabo. In the Northern section, similar outstations comprise of 

Kabako, Ketekrachi, Langasi and Dutukpene transmitting seismic information 

into a recording station based at Tori. 
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Rapid location of. epicentres can be obaied by the use of "Time 

Difference Charts" following the success of the method in Edinburgh. 

Routine studies of , seismicity can then be carried out. This would include 

correlation of events with water loading. Detailed study of the local 

seismicity would be followed by determining the magnitude-frequency relation-

:ship and the progression of small events occurring within the network in 

time and space, especially those too snail to be recorded at toleseisnic 

distances (mb  

When enough data is. collected focal mechanism studies might. be' carried 

out especially for events near the borders of the lake to ascertain source 

mechanism. 

In view of the seismicity of Accra, a portable Wilnore photographic 

recorder which can accommodate three galvanometers recording on a single 

drum might be considered an asset in monitoring earthquakes in the Accra 

area and neighbour1aood, This can be housed in a small building on a 

suitable site in Acra. 
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7.8 The Imortance fGhanpan Senmic Records 
	 14O 

Seismograms obtained from instrumental recording in Ghana would be 

valuable aid to the determination of epicentres along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge 

and would also improve the location of earthquake hypocentres in the Romanche 

Fracture Zone as well as in the Chain Fracture Zone. 

An array station in Ghana similar to the South American Array Station 

specifications, using similar instrumentation would provide records which 

could enable earth scientists to examine the tectonics within the Atlantic. 

Source mechanisms could be deduced and important structures relating to the 

Mid-Atlantic Ridge could be investigated. 

Valuable information and useful deductions regarding the new global 

tectonics involving aea floor spreading could result. Events reaching the 

Ghanaian coast could be shown to originate from the transform faults which 

have been suggested to reach as far as the Ghanaian Coast. 

The movement between West Africa and South America (continental drift) 

could again be examined in detail using these array stations. 

Figure 30 due to Le Pichon (1968) shows possible locations of major 

Mesozoic fracture zones. The average spreading rates of crustal block 

have been indicated in centimeters per year showing tremendous activity 

in the equatorial area of the Mid-Atlantic Rdge. The mechanisms of sea 

floor spreading at the mid-ocean ridges have been suggested to correspond 

to the breaking apart of a plate, preferably along lines of weakness in 

response to a stress pattern which can be investigated using seismic data. 

Stayer (1968) compiled the seismicity of the South Atlantic Ocean 

from 1918 to 1966 with the submarine geology. (Fig. 26). Here, it will be 

noticed that there is a cluster of epicentres along both the Romanche 

Fracture Zone as well as the Chain Fracture Zone with magnitudes greater 



then .t Stayer showed that the aforementioned fracture zones are both 

major left-lateral in sense. This could be investigated.. 

Using standard travel time curves from Ghana one would see events from 

the Mid Atlantic Ridge within 200 - 30°  yielding crustal and mantle refracted 

phases 

The Peruvian Coast arid the adjacent Pacific activity would be seen 

around 800  and. PeP phases are expected to be seen. 

Most of the selsmioity of the West Indies would be seen between 

60°  to 90. 	. 	 . 

The Jepnes urile-Kamohátka events would be seen between 15°  - 

1500  near the ?KP wave caustic and multi'le phases are eooted. Most 

of . the P' phases frcai the PacifIc deep earthquakes, characteristic of 

the Islands, namely, 164w Guinea, Solom& 'Islands and Tongs Islands would 

be seen around epicentral distances above 150 . 
Important records would be obtained from the active Alpide Areas 

seen around 1 0°  and from the East African Rift Zone between 300  to 460.  

Short range networks in seismic areas like Ghana can also make a 

contribution to world seismology by introducing additional precision into 

the timing and location of the events which, occur within their radius of 

detection. The importance of this contribution is Increasing as the 

world network becomes more sensitive because events which a few years ago 

were regarded as of purely local significance are now being detected at 

telesojamie distances • ihanaian records would therefore contribute to the 

objectives of the world network which aims at the detection of seismic sources, 

the understanding of their nature and the location of foci in space and 

time. 



By combining world data with detailed readings from selected stations 

including Ghana one could investigate the propagation of waves through and 

over the earth, and thereby extend our knowledge of the fundamental methods 

of wave propagation, and of the structure of the earth along the propagation'  

paths. 

Seismic records obtained in Ghana from even teleseismic distances can 

be used to study the angle of emergence of events at selected Ghanaian 

stations and one could relate azimuthal anomalies to these observations. 

There is the academic desire to know as much as possible about the 

seismicity of Southern Ghana, especially along the coastal areas and that 

long term research can ohly achieve fruitful results by plotting many years 

of epicentral locations to determine any relationship between epicentres 

and tectonic structure. 

There is also the relationship between seismicity and construction 

when social and economic objectives are considered. The present demand 

to build Important public structures in Acera, the capital, requires that 

each proposal for a site includes several parameter studies to promote 

public safety. One of these is a complete seismicity and seismic history 

study within the area concerned. Undoubtedly, this information can be 

provided by instrumental recording. It follows that a continuous and 

extensive recording of seismic events of an area will allow better 

judgement to be made to guard against inflatinriary costa of over design. 
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7.8.1  Seismic Zc4ng  Maps 

The country, as a whole, will be divided into geological provinces 

to assess seismicity and its relation to geology. This will include 

determination of seismic propagation velocities within the crust and 

mantle. 

The location of earthquake foci in relation to geological structures 

and tectonics is quite important. in doing so, we should seek to 

reeo*ise active zones using the pattern ofminor events to establish 

connections between the less frequet but larger events which can give 

rise to damage or casualties. 

Estimates of seismic risk are usually presented in the form of 

seismic zoning maps showing the maximum intensity of earthquake likely 

occur at each point within the area covered by the map. These 

estimates are based on statistical analysis of thà number and the 

intensity of earthquakes actually recoded in the area since systematic 

observations began. Their reliability is thus a function of the length 

of the period of observation and of the volume of data collected in Ghana. 
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7.9 Discussions 

The discussions which follow relate present papers and interests 

centred on the "New Global Tectonics" in the equatorial regions of the 

Mid-Atlantic Ridge in the vicinity of the Ghanaian Coast. The New 

Global tectonics are founded on the hypotheses of Continental Drift, 

Sea floor Spreading and Transform Fault Theory. 

Morgan (1968) and Le Pichon (1968) showed that the distribution 

of fracture zones and the observed directions and rate of spreading on 

ocean ridges, as determined from geomagnetic data could be explained 

by the relative motions of a few large plates of litoshere 

Evidence from earthquake mechanisms and from world-wide diatribution 

of seismic activity are now being used to verify this hypotheses (See for 

example, Iacks, Oliver and Sykes, 1968), 

Although the data used by Morgan and Le Pichon are mostly from ridges 

and transform faults, earthquake mechanisms also give the relative motions 

along island arcs, ridges and transform faults, 

Ghanaian seismic records would make valuable contribution in this field 

since there are two transform faults, i.e. the }lomanche Fracture Zone and 

the Chain Fracture Zone near the Ghanaian coast from which epicentres have 

been located already from Ghana. 	 - 

In terms of current knowledge of crustal genesis in the Atlantic Ocean, 

several interesting tectonic features exist in the vicinity of the Ghanaian 

Coast. 

Data of quality and quantity from modern observing stations can provide 

information for determination of focal mechanisms that severly test the new 

hypothesis and are crucial to its development. Important weight would be 
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attached to sense of first motions of events recorded by Ghanaian seismic 

stations. These offer means for ascertaining the sense and type of 

displacements on fracture zones. 

However, focal mechanism, orientation of principal stresses should 

be available from individual earthquakes and singly or cummulatively, 

these data will be integrated with the tectonic pattern existhig in the 

vicinity of the Ghanaian Coast. 

Telemetered seismic recording onto magnetic tape is onsidered 

invaluable to detailed studies of seismicity in Ghana. Suitable 

equipment will be of the type developed in Edinburgh and which is now being 

commercially produced by Thermioncs Ltd. In Sófthampton, England, 

With instrumental recording one would be able to determine regional 

corrections to the travel times to world seismic stations. 

In view of the examples given in relation to dam induced earthquakes 

it is desirable that the Volta River Authority of Ghana should place some 

priority on seismological research in the vicinity of the Volta Lake. 

For economical and social reasons the seismicity of Southern Ghana 

should be thoroughly studied by the Ghana Government, 

Furthermore, from the many examples of darn induced earthquakes shown 

one would think that the Volta River Authority would he blamed for the next 

big earthquake near Accra because it would, appear that the seismicity level 

Of Accra, coupled with the water load imposed by the Volta Lake in the 

background, would result in an earthquake. 

If there, is a Volta Lake Network monitoring earthquakes in the region 

it would still show if earthquakes recorded have their sources from the Mid 

Atlantic Ridge, otherwise from the Romanche or Chain Fracture Zones. 



cQcLUSIONS 

The application of time-difference charts in a location technique 

in seismicity studies at short range has been made in this work. The 

method was developed by modification of the hyperbola method and was 

tested and successfully applied to studying seismicity in the LOWNET 

area. The following are the main conclusions deduced fran the results. 

1 It is possible to make reasonably accurate epicentral location 

by using the time-difference method so developed. 

To use this method, appropriate corrections to the arrival 

times of stations are found to be the time terms of the 

respective stations. The corrections will be different for 

all stations depending on the underlying structure. 

In studying an area with a complex structure where time terms 

are not negligible part of the travel time, this measure 

should be adopted in order to achieve better accuracy in the 

location of epicentres. 

Uovever, it has been shown that by modification of the proper 

time term analysis, untimed data can be used to yield reliable 

time-terms. 

Accurate measurement of onset time is necessary and records 

should be read to a hundredth of a second since the method 

depends on differencs of times of arrival. 

14 Where filtering has been applied to identify a P phase correctly, 

the necessary correction should be applied to compensate for the 

error Introduced. In the LOWNET it was found that the optimum 

filter pasaband for local studies is 0.1 - 5Hz and an average error 

of 0.07 sees. is introduced for a jet pen gain of 1 volt/cm. 
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As with all other methods, the limiations of the method have been 

pointed out and suitable guidelines for the effective application 

Of the method have been provided. It is desirable that the necessary 

precautions given should be adhered to in order to achieve better 

accuracy. 

The method presented is not intended to be a substitute for others. 

It is recommended that it should be used in combination with them. 

The advantage in this method is that it can provide, solutions for 

a minimum of three stations recording the event. it is therefore 

suitable for small networks. 

The method further eliminates the assumption of an origin time 

and the determination of an S phase. 

The speed of this method is essential in routine applications and 

the advantage in this method is that it can provide a conveient, 

rapid and accurate epicentre determination possible. It is parti'cu1a1y 

useful for preliminary determinations of epicentres at short notice. 

This location method can be particularly useful to developing countries 

having no access to computer facilities. Considering the amount of. 

work involved it can be suitable to departments of limited personnel 

(seismologically trained) which may use the graphical method to 

produce the time-difference charts. 

The method has been used in Scotland, with success in studying 

seismicity at short ranged It will be particularly useful in studying 

dam-induced earthquakes which are of low magnitudes and shallow and at 

short range within the periphery of the lake • The method is therefore 

recommended to the Volta River Authority of Ghana for direct application 

in studying the seismicity of the Volta Lake area. 
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A.: COMPUTER PROGRAM ' DANDA 

110 REAL D,A,RR,SR,R,CO,)(,Y,RL,SL 
120 INTEGER L,R,L1< 
125 PRJNT,"INPLjT STATION COORDS IN FORM LATI LONGI LAT2 LONC2" 
130 INPLIT,A,B,C,D,F,F,c-,H,p,o,F,s 
131 AA=PF3S(A)+B/60+C/3600 
132 IF(P) 133134,134 
133 133 AA=-PA 
134,,'134 DD=PBS(D)+E/60'+F/3600 
135 IF (0)136,137,137 
136 136 DD=-DD 
137 137 GGABS(G)+H/60+P/3600 
138 IF (0)139,140,140 
139 139 GG-GG 
140 140 00=ABS(0)+R/60+S/3600 
141 •IF(0)142fl43,143 
142 142 00=-00 
143 143 PRINT,AA,DDc3G,G0 
144 D=EPDIST(AA,DD,C-G,00) 
150 	PRINT,D 
155 PRJNT,"INPUT SLOPELIMIT OF k,STEF LENGTH,STEP IN <" 
160 1 INPUT,P,LX,SL,S)< 
170 DO 3 X =OvL)< 
180 RJ1*SK 
190 PRINTRI< 
200 DO 2 L=22,50 
210 RL=L*SL 
220 R=RL-R)K/A 
230 CO=(RL*RL+D*D-R*R)t2*RL*D) 
240 X=RL*CO 
250 XX*0.3977 
255 XX-D*0.5*0.3977 
26OCCC SCALING FACTOR CCC 
270 YRL*SORT(1-CO*CO) 
280 YY*0.3977 
290C 	SCALING FACTOR CCC 
300 PRINT7,LXY 
301 7 FORMAT(132(F5.2)) 
310 2 CONTINUE 
320 3 CONTINUE 
330 STOP 
340 END 
350 FUNCTION TAN(X) 
360 TPN=SIN(X)/COS(X) 
370 RETURN 
380 END 
390 FUNCTION FPDIS1'(LPT1LONG1..LAT2LflNG2) 
400i4REPL L,L.ATI,LPT2,L[]NG1,LDNC2 
410 REAL LPTA,LPTB 
420 P13.1415927/180 
430 L=APS(LONG1-LONC-2)*PI 
40 LATAATAN(TPN(LAT1*PI )*0.993277) 
450 LATD=ATAN(TPN(LAT2*PI)*0.993277) 
4601W=SiN(LPTl)*SIN(LATB)+COS(LATA).*COS(LPTE3)*CDS(L) 
470 X=SORT(1-W*W) 
480 EPDISTATAN(X/W)*6371 
490 RETURN 	• 
500 END 



BFLOW DIAGRAM 	JACIBA 	 . 	 (2) 

CALCULATED FROM CORDS 

iT'D 

[REA-D:S-PAART,SDT,'V',l--,l 

SET J(NT)D\2- 

NO 	 VES 

	

r JVXDT 	 _____ 

CALCULA iE 
KO (DT (J <°)\V2 )X Vi 

INCREASE J 
<JJ+T D -J 	J S J 

AT 
COSAL(TX T-JXJ-DX D)\2XJXD 

'x JCOSAL 
J/O(COSALXCOSAL)J 	.. 0 

NTXY 

NO 	
LS P 	00' 	

0•• 	

•0 

YES 

[_!NCRE4 SEE 	 . 	 . 	• 0 

4

DTTMA. 

5T9P 



Yt 

D- 

8.1 DESCRIPTIVE DIAGRAM, 'JACA 



(Description) 

This program was written in fortran and was run by using the General 

Electric Time-Sharing System. The Time-Sharing system consists of a 

-265 computer with a number of remotedly sited Input/output stations, 

mostly teletype-writers,, which connect to the system via the public 

telephone network. 

The computer terminal which was installed in the Seismology Unit was 

used to great advantage in this research since the computer output can be 

readily received without delay. 

To begin with, the distance D between the two stations for which the 

time chart will be produced, is calculated. This distance is computed 

from the first part of the program by reading in the co-ordinates of the 

stations. The calculated P is then used in the later computations. 

The abbreviations which are used in the program are defined below: 

PT 	Time difference between two stations. 

SDT 	= Incremental constant in PT. 

PTMAX = Maximum limit of PT. 

Vi 	= Velocity in first segment of the P travel time. 

KO 	= Crossover distance. 

V2 	= Velocity in second segment after the crossover point. 

J= pre-set distance of the triangle or the known distance 

of one station to the source. 

Si 	= length step in J. 

JMAX = maximum length of J. 

P 	= Unknown distance of other station to the source or the other 

side of the triangle 

(1 ) 



= distance between the two stations or the base of the 

triangle. 

AL = angle between known side 3 and D 

CAL = cosine alpha or cosine AL. 

The second part involves the actual calculations and the necessary 

tests on the crossover distance, leading to the final calculations of the 

co-ordinates z and y of the source point P, on the (At) time difference 

Curve. 

The print out, lists the in-put station co-ordinates in the form of 

latitude and longitude for checking and the distance D. is also printed out. 

The essential parameters, the initial DT = Stare, SDT, DTMAX, 1, V2, 

Crossover distance, SJ and SJMAX are all listed with their corresponding 

values before the calculations. This measure provides checking of the 

The final output lists an array of x and y Co-ordinates and a reduced 

scale in x and y for plotting on a centimeter graph sheet. 

When 1)12  is subtracted from the value of x the exact position of the 

x co-ordinate with respect to the origin can be located for the At curve. 



13.2 COMPUTER PROGRAM (JA-CB '* 
JICFc 	JP:29 	(EIS G 19/06/70 

ion RFAL 
102 • REPL DTtP)(5DT 
103 RFL START 
110 INTEGER J 
115 RJ'INT,"INFUT STATION COORDS IN FORM LATI LONG! LAT2 LONG2" 
130 1 NFIJT A,E3,C,D, E,F, GsHsP0R,S 
131 PA=AF3S(A)+8/60+c/3600 
132 IF (A)133,13-6,134 
133 133 PA=-PP 
134 134 DD=ABSD)+E/60+F/3600 
135 JF(D)136,137,137 
136 136 DD.-DD 
137--1,97 GG=ABS(fl)+H/60+p/3600 
138 IF (G)139,140,140 
139 139 G0-GG 
140 140 00A05(0+F/60+S/3600 
141 IF(0)142,143,143 
142 142 00-0O 
143 143 Pf.JNT,AA,DD,GG,GQ 
144 D=FPDIST(AP,DD, GG,0) 
145 PRT NT, D 
146 FRI NT,"START STEP D1MA) Vi V2 ROSSOVFR SIEF'LTH MAL1H" 
147 lINPU1STT,SDT,DTM,V1,V2,?<O,SJ,J1IX 
149 DTST#ThT 
153 153JD/2+1 
154 154 1F(J-1<0)155,155,157 
155 155 TJ-V1*DT 
156 CC] TO 161 
157 157 IF(J-IO-V2*DT)158,160,160 
158158 1'D-V1*(DT-(j-<O,V2) 
159 CD TO 16i 	 . 
160160 T=J-V2*DT 
161 161 CONTINUE 
162 IF(J+T-D)165,170,7 
165 165 JJ+SJ 
166 CO TO 154 
1704170 CC1N1INIJE 
175 CAI=(J*j+D*D-T*T),(2*j*D) 
10 X1J*CPL-D/2 
190 Y1J*S2RT(1-CpL*CAL) 
200X)<1*0.3977 
210 Y=Y1*0.3977 
220 PRINT 5XYX1,y1 
2215 FORMAT (4(F8.2)) 
222 J=J+SJ 
235 IF (J-JMAX)154,236,236 
236 236 DT=DT+SDT 
237 PRINT 8D1 
238 8 FORMAT(F1O.2) 
239 	IF(DT-DTMA) 1531 53,240 
240 240 STOP 
250 END 	- 

(6) 



(.7) 

13.2 COMPUTER PROGRAM 	jACE3A 	(,CoNTNUED) 

350 FUNCTION TAN(X) 
360 TPN=SIN(X)/C[IS(X) 
370 }ETURN 	 . 
3R0 END 	 . 	 . . 
390FUNCTI[1N EPDIST(LAT1 LONG 1iLPT2,LONG2) 
400 }E/L L,LAT1,LAT2LDNG1LONC'2 
'ilO FEIL L1TP,LATB 
420.. PI=3.1415927/180 . 	. 
430 L=iBS(L.flN6)-LflNG2)*PI 	 . 

0 L.PT=ATPN(TPN(L,T1*PI)*0.993277) 
50 Lf\TP=#\TPN(TPN(L,T2*PI)*0.993277) 

W=S IN ( LiP) *SIN ( LiTD) +COS( LPT) *COS ( LPTB) *COS(L) 
470 X=S0RT(1-W*tJ) 	 . 	. 	 . . 
I0EPDIST=ATPN(X/W)*6371 . 
90 RETUFN 	. 	 . 

500 END 



(8)..... 

f33 JACI3A 	PRINT OUT (Au-S1.) 

JACBP 18:33 GElS 0 	19/06/70 

INPUT STATION COORDS IN FORM LATI LONGI LP.T2 LONG2 
? ,-55 50 hO -3 27 17 55 46 24 -3 2 37 

55.8444 	-3.4547 . 55.7733 	-3.0136 
27.0107 . 

STAR1 	STEP DIMAX VI 	V2 CROSSOVER STEPLTH MAXLTH 
?11 	4 	5.65 6.4'1 50 	10 150 

1.76 6.34 4.43 15.95 
2.59 10.93 6.52 27.8 
3.43 15.13 8.61 38.04 
4.60 19.02 11.58 47.82 
5.76 22.89 14.49 57.55 
6.71 26.84 16.88 67.48 
7.66 30.76 19.26 
8.61 34.67 21.64 87.18 

ti9.56 38.57 24.03 96.99 
10.50 42.47 26.41 106.78 
11.45 46.36 28.80 116.56 
12.40 50.24 31.18 126.33 
13.35 54.12 33.57 136.09 

2.00 
3.05 4.49 7.68 11.28 
4.72 9.00 11.86 22.64 
6.38 12.97 16.04 32.60 	. 
8.35 16.52 21.00 41.54 

10.92 19.56 27.45 49.18 
12.81 23.14 32.22 58.19 
14.71 26.70 36.98 67.13 
16.61 30.24 41.75 76.04 
18.50 33.78 46.52 84.93 
20.40 37.30 51.29 93.80 
22.29 40.82 56.06 102.65 
24.19 44.34 60.83 111.49 
26.09 47.85 65.60 120.33 

3.00 
3.87, 2.37 9.74 5.96 

; 	6.37 6.71 16.02 16.86 
8.87 10.17 22.29 25.58 

11.63 13.12 29.24 33.00; 
a15.03 15.23 37.78 38.29 
1.30 17.48 46.02 43.96 
21.15 20.32 53.17 51.09 

.' 	23.99 .23.14 60.33 58.18 
26.8'1 25.95 67.48 65.25 
29.68 28.76 74.63 72.30 	.. 
32.53 31.56 8.1.78 79.35 
35.37 34.35 88.94 86.38 
38.21 37.15 96.09 93.41 

4.00 . 
7•55 3.97 18.99 9.99 

10.88. 6.49 27.36 16.31 
141.43 8.31 36.29 20.88 

' 	1.56 	. 8.66 46.67 21.79 
23.03 7.72 57.90 19.41 



C FLOW DIAGRAM FOR CALCOMP PLOTTER 

~(i ~AR T 

OTTER 	NESPECIFICATION  

~P(.OTELi-C TiN1TIALATI 

READ D )START,SDTD MA 
vi. y2 )KO 	,SJMAX, 

.SLT DT =START 

JINT(D\2 ) 

1 NORMAL CALCULATIONS 

FOX&Y CORDS 

REARRAN&E X IN 
INCREASING ORDER 

LDRAW CURVES 
j 

[R~,EASE DT, DT:: DitSDT 
Jj 

YES 

NO 

- 	 CLO SE PLOTTER 

(STOP). 
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D: ArAplifier/Modulator Model: 4980 Eleótrica]. Snecifications 

The amplifier/modulator, model D 14980, has suitable frequency, gain, 

and stability characteristics for the study of body waves. It is a low 

frequency amplifier having 0 '-  16 Rz band pass filter and total gain 

available is nominally 2000. 	' 

.D.C.Supplyvoltage 	.................,. 11-22volts. 

Consumption 	 ... . . . . . 	•. • 	• • 140 mA. 

Input impedance 	.................... variable over range 2 K - 

30 IM to provide damping 

resistance for. selsmometer. 

Output impedance 	. 	..'....••....,.•,.. < 10 0, - to feed 100 or 

600 Q lines. 

Auto-calibration ' 

Current consumption at 22V ........... 200 mA. 

Current consumption at 12V . . .......... 145 mA Max - Normal. 

Calibrating 	" 	" 12V .............. 175 mA Max - Calibrating Cycle. 

Stabilisingystern 	. 	. .............. corrects amplifier drift 

every 0.5 to 1.5 seconds. 

The only requirement for a seismieter i that the output is within 

the range quoted below as input to the Amplifier Modulator (B 14980) 

Signal In-out 

Range I 	 . 	 ± 10.0 mV 

Range 2 . 	 ± 	5.0 mV 

Range 3 . 	± 	2.5 mV 

Range 14 ± 	1.0riV 

Range 5 ± 	0.5 mIT 

Range 6 ± 	0.25 mV 



E Data Sets and Solutions (Time .Te Analysis) 

N • 1 Notation of Computer.O 

E.1.1 Data. Set 

After the data set identification, the six numbers in the first row 

represents:. 	 . 	. 

(1) 	Maximum, expected number of observations. 	. 

Maximum expected number, of shots. 

Maximum expected number of stations. 

Number of observations counted. 	 . 

Number of shots counted. . 	. 	. 

Number of stations counted. 

Then follows a listing of the data, the six numbers 'in each row representing: 

(1) 	Shot identification. 	 . 	. 

Station identification. 	. 

travel time, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. . 	. . 

distance.  

sequence number for shot. .. 

(vi)'sequence number for station. 	 .. 	 . 

E0.2 Solution 	. . 	 . 	. 

The print out of solution shows  

V : velocity 

SDV: standard deviation of velocity 

SDI/V: standard deviation of i/velocity 

SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS: 

where 6ij is given by 

ij 	• - 	- a. - b.. 
13 13/V 1 3 



SD of T: Standard deviation of one time observation. c(t) 

_______ 2  

k - m - n 

where h.•iso. of observations, m is no. of stations and n is no. of shots. 
SUIJX2: 	E(d.)2, where d.. is given by ô.. 	C.. - &. (1) ........ (2) 13 	13 	 13 	13 	13 

The above followed from the euatibj 

.. ij 	- a - 	 ........ 
and later regrouped as two terms, having coefficients of unity and 1/v. 

Under the heading TIME TEENS, the time terms are listed in two forms 

firstly in terms of an undefined velocity, and secondly as the value given 

by the calculated velocity. 

SD of TT: standard deviation of time term assuming uniform quality 

of data for all survey points. 

CIJ 	: C ij is as defined in Eq. 2, above. 

DIJ 	: d1  as defined in Eq. 2, above. 

DIJX2 : 	(d.)2  

DELLI : Equation 3, above, 	('S.. is the residual) 13 
In the listing of CIJ, DIJ, etc., the first two columns represent shot 

and station identifications respectively, as in the listing of data. 

SDEL2 : Sum of squares of residuals for all connections to the 

survey point listed. 

SD of DATA: Standard deviation of data for the survey point listed. 
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The standard deviation of data, cr ., for a survey point t is given by 

- 	 2 
(at)2  E R5t Yst 

Using the notation 

summation over all survey points. 

residual for connection between survey points a and t. 

1 when connectist 	 on betwer  a and t is observed. 

0 when connection between  and t is not observed. 

2SD of : Standard deviation of time-term for the survey point 

listed, treating data for each survey point separately. 

Here the standard error of the time-term at  will be 

given by 

where N is no. of observations of 
(W) 

variance (o'.  

(1SD of TT): Standard deviation of time term for the survey point listed, 

assuming uniform quality' of data for all survey points, as 

calculated previously. 

The first column in this tabulation gives the shot or station identification; 

the second column gives the number of connections involved 

DA: Mean distance for all connections to the survey point listed. Z. 

SDTV: Contribttion of the standard deviation of veiocit- to the final 

standard deviation of time term. The contribution of the velocity 

uncertainty to the time-term uncertainty is given by 

a (1/v) 



iSY3?V : Combination of SDTV and 161) of TT. 

This is the combined uncertainty given by 

(ci 	(tt) )2 	( (t.t))2  + (a 1(t) )2 



F :COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR, DISTANCES 

XI3JD 	18:49 	GETS 0 19/06/70 

100 REAL 
102 REAL D1MAXSDT 
103 REAL START 
110 INTEGER J 
11 5.PRINT,"INPUT STATION CO[)RDS IN FORM LATI LDNGI LA12 LONc-2" 
130 INPUT,A,B,C,D,E,F,,H,p,o),s .. 
131 AP=ABS(P)+13/60+C/3600 
132. IF (A;) 133 134, 134 
133 133 AA=-AP 
134 134 DD=ABS(D)+F/60+F/3600 
135 IF(D)136,137,137• 
136136 DD=-DD 
137 137 GG=AFS(G)+H/60+p/3600 
l38 IF (G)139 1 140,140 
139i139 60-GG 

H 140 140 0Q=ABS(C)+R/60+S/3600 .• 
141 IF((D)142,143,143 
1.2 142 00=-00 
143 143 PRINTJAADD,GG,GO 
144 D=EPDIST(Ap,DD,06,00) . 
145PRINT,D 	. 	. 
250 END 
350 FUNCTION TAN(X) 
360 TPN=SIN(X)/C[1s(x) 	. 
370 P FT URN 
380 END 
390tqF1INCTION EPDIST(LPTI,LDNGI,LAT2,LONG2) 
400 REAL. L,LATI,LAT2,LONGI,LONG2 
410 REAL LATA,LATB 

t 420 P1=3.1415927/180 . 
430 L=P.BS(LONG1-L[1NO2)*pJ 
440 LPTP=ATAN(TAN(LPTI*pI)*0.993277) 
450 LATB=ATAN(TPN(LAT2*pI)*0.993277) 
460 IW=SIN(L.PTP)*SIN(LPTR)+COS(LPTA)*COS(LATB)*CDS(L) 
470 )<S0RT(1-W*W) . 
480 EPDIST=PTAN(X/W)*6371 
490 RETURN 
500 END 
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PRINT _OUT ._DATA_SET70SOLUTIONS  

DATA SET 	70 

V 	5.622 	SD V 1.01063 1 	 S  
1/V 0.1779 	SD 1/V 3.1976) -3 

SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS 3.062@.-2 

SD 	OF 	T= 5 .8326) 	-2 

SUMDIJX2' 332.869 

LOCATION TIME 	TERMS SD 	OF 	IT 
42 2.878- 13.855/V 0.414 0.069 
50 3.410- 16.179/V 0.532 0.069 

7 	56 3,708- 17,626/V 0.573 0.069 
H 41 2.644- 11.915/V 	. 0.525 	. 0.0711 

2211L 2.715_ 15.557/V 0.052 0.071 
213(Alj) -0.287- -1.101/V -0,092 0.071 
21 5(13H) 2.898- 16.240/V 0.010 0.074 
217(GL) 4.585- 26.800/V -0.182 0.074 
201(E'DI) 0.000 , 0.000/V 0.000 0.058' 

CIJ D I J D.IJX2 ' DELJ 
42 	221 

'. 	
-0.743 -4.401 	' 19.370 0.040 

42 	213 -1.230 '-6.793 46.151 	. -0.022 
42 	215 .. 	2.014. 11.385., 129.629 0.011 
42 	217 . 	0.017 0.066 	. 0.004 0.006 
42 	201 -0.058 -0.255 . 	0.065 -0.013 
50 	201 -0.330 	' -1.529 2.336 -0.058 
50 	213 ' 	1.238 6.903 47.646 	.. 0.010 
50 	215 -0908 -5.208 '27.128 0.018 
50 	217 ' 	-0.325 '.1.9.28 3.718 0.018 
50 	221 0.325 1.765 3.115 0.011 
56 	201 ' 	0.112 ' 	0.484 , 	'0.234 0.026 
56 	213 . 	0.330 1.365 . 	1.862 0.087 
56 	21.7•... --0.3O.7---•-•1 . 
56 	221 0.357 2.467 6.086 -0.082 
56 	215 -1.106 -6.176 38.148 -0.007 
41 	201 0.276 	' 1.305 1.703 0.044 
41 	213 -0.337 -1.474 2.172 -0.075 
41 	221 0.061 ' 0.169 0.028 0.031 

201 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

(2o) 
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G. 	PRINT OUT -BATA SET 70 	SOLUTIONS (CONTINUED) 

LOCATION SDEL2 SD 	OF 	DATA 2SD 	OF IT (1SD 	OF TT) 

42 5 2.389 -3 2.446 	-2 1.093 -2 6.928 -2 
50 5 4.252 -3 3.261 	-2 1.458 -2 6.928 -2 
56 5 1.555 -2. 6.235 	-2 2.788 -2 6.928 -2 
41 3 8.425 -3 6..490 	2 3.747 -2 7.143 -2 

221 4 9.341 -3 5.580 	-2 	.. 2.790 -2 7.143 -2 

213 4 1.369a -2 6.755 @ 	-2 3.377 @ -2 7.143 -2 

215 3 5.162 -4 1.606 	-2 9.275 -3 7.403 -2 

217 3 9.503 -4 2.180 	-2 1.259i -2 7.403 -2 
201 5 	. 6.120 -3 3.912 	-2 1.749 -2 5.832 -2 

LOCATION,,DBAR 
5 25.35 

SDTV 	. 

8.105 	-2 
1 S D T V 

1.066 -1 
. 	2SDTV 

8178 -2 42 
50 5 27.68 8.848 	-2 	. 1.124 71 8.967 -2 
56 5 . 	29.13 9311 	-2 1.161 -1 . 	9.719 -2 

41 3 16.73 5.349 	-2 8.924 -2 6.531@-2 

221 4 30.45 9.734-2 1.2O7 -1 1.013 -1 

213 4 13.79 4.409 	-2 	.8.394 -2 5,554 -2 
215 3 32.13 1.027 	-1 1.266 -1 1.031 -1 

217 3 42.69 1.365 	-1 i.552 -1 1.370 -1 
201 5 11.92 3.809-2 	. 6.966 -2 4.192 -2 



G. PRINT OUT- DATA SET 70 SOLUTiON S ( CONTINUED) 

DATA SET 	70 : DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDUALS 

.............................0 ••••• 

0 	
0 

1 	 1 	 0 

1 	1 	1 	 1 
----------------------------------------- -------- 

1 	 1 	 1 
1 	 1 

• 	 1 	 0 

1 
.......•0000•s.._•00000 00••0 00000 00....•. 	••••• .......... 

DISTRIBUTION BY DISTANCE AND SIZE 
RANGE OF X AXIS IS 	5.96 10 46.29 
RANGE OF V AXIS IS —0.082 10 	0.087 

DISTRIBUTION BY SIZE 
RANGE OF X AXIS IS —0.082 TO 0.087 
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H: COMPARISON OF SOLUTIONS  FOR DATA SETS iO& 101 (LAKE SUPERIOR) 

Hi DATA SET 10 (LAKE SUPERIOR EXPERIMENT ) 

TIME TERMS 

DATA SET 	10 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
1 
5 
2 
3 
4 
6 
7 
8 
1 

-' 4 
5 
6 
7 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
7 
8 
2 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
2 
8 

.4 
5 
6 
7 

EXPECTED NUMBER OF 	OBSERVATIONS = 
EXPECTED NUMBER OF SHOTS 	= 
EXPECTED NUMBER OF 	STATIONS 	= 

22 	.6001 43.55 280.45 
23 6001 44.83 288.95, 
24 6001 45.78 297.44 
51 6001 46.89 :308.91 
52 6001 48.22 319.91 
53 	. 6001 49.10 329.99 
54 6001 50.06 339.83 
25 6001 52.02 354.09 
22 5301 43.48 276.63 
52 5301 47.82 316.19 
23 530.1 44.33 	. 285.28 
24 5301 45.30 293.76 
51 5:301 46.46 305.11 
53 5301 49.11 326.30 
54 5301 50.22 336.21 
25 5301 52.42 350.47 
22 5801 65.02 455.63 
51 5801 68.61 484.1:3 
52 5801 69.90 495.16 

.53 5801 71.11 505.26 
54 5801 	. 72.13 515.J3 
22 	. 2506 46.78 320.46 
23 2506 	,45.15 311.83 
24 2506 44.60 303.32 
51 2506 42.92 291.91 
52 2506 41.50 280.82 
54 2506 39.08 260.78 
25 2506 37.53 246.49 
23 703 48.58 . 336.69 
51 70.3 46.01 316.76 
52 703 44.63 305.69 
53 703 43.41 29.5.57 
54 703 42.02 285.67 
25 703 1+0.6.5 271.39 
23 501 48.26 333.52 
25 501 40.29 268.22 
51 501 45.63 313.59 
52 501 44.25 302.52 
53 501 43.01 292..41 
54 501 41.62 282.50 

45 	ACTUAL NUMBER COUNTED 	' 40 
10 	ACTUAl... NUMBER COUNTED = 	8 
10 . ACTUAL NUMBER COUNTED = 	6 

I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
If 

4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 



H :1 PRINT OUT OF SpLUT1ONS-DA7 SET 10 (CONTINUED) 

DATA SET 	10 

V= 8.308 	SD V= 8.531 -2 
1/V 0.1204 	SD 1/V= 1.236 -.3 

SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS= 7.444 -I 

SD OF T= 1.692D -1 

SUMDIJX2 18743.852 

LOCATION TIME TERMS SD OF IT 
22SH01 41.356- 276.288/V 8.101 0.205 
23 44.675- 304.271/V 8.051 0.195 
24 42.762- 287.632/V 8.141 0.211 
51 43.788- 298.185/V 7.897 0.194 
52 43.755- 298.170/V 7.866 0.194 
53 . 44.238- 302.557/V 7.820 0.196 
54 . 	43.557- 298.139/V 7.671 0.194 
25 43.027- 291.151/V 7.983 0.195 

('2l 

001STATION4.160- . 20.381/V 1.707 
5301 3.997- 16.698/V 1.987 
5.801 26.015- 196.387/V 2.377 
2,506 -0.766- :-5.453/V -0.110 

703 0.377- .:. 3.219/V -0.011 
501. 0.000- 0.000/V 	. 0.000 

C.IJ DIJ . 	DTJX2 
22 6001 -1.967 -16.219 263.064 
23 600.1 -4.005 -35.703 1274.678 
24 6001 -1.142 -10.573 11.1.788 
51 6001 -1.058 . . -9.657 93.253 
52 6001 0.305 1.358. 1.845 
5.3 6001 0.702 7.052 49.727 
54 6001 2.343 21.310 454.098 
25 6001 4.832 42.558 1811.172 
22 5301 -1.874 -16.356 267.517 
52 5301 0.068 . 	1.322 1.747 
23 5301 -4.342 -35.689 1273.737 
24 5301 -1.460 . 	-10.570 111.721 
51 5301 -1.326 -9.773 95.520 
53 5301 0.875 7.045 49.631 
54 5301 2.666 21.373 456.807 
25 5301 5.395 42.621 1816.578 
22 5801 -2.352 -17.045 290.546 
51 5801 -1.194 _10.L143 	. 109.054 
52 5801 	. 0.129 0.602 0.363 
53 5801 0.857 6..15 39.885 
54 5801 2.558. 20.604 424.505 
22 2506 6.190 49.625 2462.641 
23 2506 1.241 13.011 169.298 
24 2506 2.604 21.141 446.947 
51 2506 -0.102 -0.823 0.677 
52 2506 -1.489 -11.897 141.550 

0.193 
0.193 
0.200 
0.195 
0.195 
0.169 

DEL IJ 
-0.014 

0.292 
0.130 
0.104 
0.141 

-0.147 
-0.222 
-0.290 

0.095 
-0.092 
-0.047 
-0.187 
-0.149 

0.027 
0.093 
0.265 

-0.300' 
0.063 
0.057 
0.096 
0.078 
0.216 

-0.325 
0.059 

-0.003 
-0.057 
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H,1 PRINT OUT OF SOLUTIONS- DATA SET p(CONTINUED 

54 2506 -3.711 -31.906 	1018.009 0.130 
25 2506 -4.731 -39.208 	1537.249 -0.012 
23 703 3.528 29.200 	852.62.3 0.013 
51 	703 1.845 15.355 	235.790 -0.004 
52 703 0.498 4.301 . 	18.497 -0.020 
53 703 -1.205 -10.206 	.104.164 0.023 
54 703 -1.914 -15.688 	246.113 -0.026 
25 703 -2.754 -22.980 	528.068 0.012 
23 	.501 3.585 29.249 	855.477 0.064 
25 	501 -2.737 -22.931 	525.815 0.023 
51 	501 . 1.842 15.405 	237.300 -0.0t3 
52 	501 0.495 4.350 	18.919 -0.029 
53 	501 -1.228 -10.147 	102.961 -0.007 
54 501 -1.937 -15.639 	244.576 -0.054 

501 0.000 .0.000 	0.000 0.000 

LOCATION SDEL2 SD OF DATA 	2SD OF IT 	(1SD 	OF TT) 
22 4 1.4628 -1 	2.2076 -1 	1.1040 -1 	2.0498 -1 
23 5 1.9758 -1. 	2.2228 -1 	9.9380 -2 	1.9548 -1 
24 3 5.5558 -2 	1.6670 -1 	9.6220 -2 . 	2.1128 -1 
51 6 3.7258 -2 	8.6.3.18 -2 	3.5240 -2 	1.9368 -1 
52 6 3.6028 -2 	8.4888 -2 	3.4658 -2. 	. 1.9368 -1. - 

53 5 3.2210 -2 	8.9730 -2 	4.0138 -2 	1.9568 -1 
54 6 8.4448 -2 	1.3008 -1 	5.3050 -2 	1.9.360 -1 
25 5 1.5520 -1 	1.9700 -1 	. 	8.8108 -2 	1.9548 -1 

6001 8 2.8838 -1 	2.0298 -1 	7.1758 -2 	1.9328 -1 
5301 8 1.5668 - 	1.4960 -1 	5.2890 -2 	1.9.328 -1 
5801 5 1.1278 -1 	1.6780 -1 	. 7.5060 -2 	1.9950 -1 
2506 7 1.7630 -1 	1.7140 -1 	6.4788 -2 	1.9518 -1 

703 6 1.9208 -3 	. 1.9608 -2. 	8.0000 -13 	1.9540 -1 
501 7 8.6608 -3 	3.7990 -2. 	1.4368 -2 	1.692a -1 

LOCATION DBAR SDTV 	 1SDTV 2SDTV 

22 4 333.29 4.1198 -1 	4.6010 -1 	4.2650 -1 
23 5 311.25 3.8478 -1 	4.3150 -.1 	3.9738 -1 
24 3 298.17 3.6858 -1 	4.2478 -1 	3.8090 -1 
51 6 336.73 4.1620 -1 	4.5900 -1 	4.1778 -1 
52 6 336.71 4.1620 -1 	4.5.900 -1 	4.1768 -1 
53 5 349.91 4.3258 -1 	4.7468 -1 	4.3438 -1 
54 6 3136.69 4.1618 -1 	4.5900 -1 	4.1958 -1 
25 5 298.13 3.6850 -1 	4.171@ -1 	3.789@ -1 

6001 8 314.95 .3.8938 -1 	4.3468 -1 	3.9580 -1 
5301. 8 311.24 3.8478 -1 	4.3058 -1 	3.8838 -1 
5801 5 491.06 6.0698 -1 	6.3898 -1 	6.1150 -1 
2506 7 287.94 3.5598 -1 	4.0590 -1 	3.6178 -1 
703 6 301.96 . 	3.7328 -1 	4.2138 -1 	3.7330 -1 
501 7 256.11 . 	3.1658 -1 	3.5898 -1- 	3.1690 -1 



(26): 

-1.1 PRINT OUT OF SOLUTIONS 	AJO±QNTJNUED  

DATA SET 	10 : DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDUALS 

.1....... . S • • S • • S S S S S S •S • S S S S • S • S • S S S S. S S • • S • S • 

1 	 5 

• 	 1 	 . 
.5 	 1• 	 S  
.•1 	1 	11 	 1. 

1 	.11 	 .1 i• 1 

21 	'11 
---------------------------------- 

12 
1 	

5 	 5 

1 	 5 

. 	 1 	 5 

. 	 1 	 •1 	 . 
S S S S S S S S • U S S U 1 . • • . . . . . • S S U U • S S S • S • • S S U S • • S S S • S S S S U • • • S U S 

DISTRIBUTION BY DISTANCE AND SIZE 
RANGE OF X AXIS IS 246.49 TO 515.13 
RANGE OF Y AXIS IS -0.325 TO 	0.292 

• 

----- 

DISTRIBUTION. BY SIZE 	• 
RANGE OF X AXIS IS -0.325 TO 0.292 

r4 



H.2 DATA SET 101 (LAKE SUPERIOR EXPERIMENT)  

TIME TERMS 

DATA SET 	101 

EXPECTED NUMBER OF 	OBSERVATIONS = 	45 ACTUAL NUMBER COUNTED 	40 
EXPECTED NUMBER OF SHOTS 10 ACTUAL NUMBER COUNTED = 	8 
EXPECTED NUMBER OF STATIONS = 	10 ACTUAL NUMBER COUNTED 	6 

22 6001 53.55 280.45 1 1 
23 6001 54.83 288.95 2 1 
24 6001 55.78 297.44 3 1 
51 6001 56.89 308.91 4. 1 
52 6001 58.22 319.91 5 1 
53 6001 59.10 329.99 6 1 
54 6001. 60.06 339.83 7 1 
25 6001 62.02 354.09 8 1 
22 5301 53.48 276.63 1 2 
52 5301 57.82 3 1.6*19 5 2 
23 5301 54.33 28.5.28 2 2 
24 5301 55.30, 293.76 3 2 
51 5301 .56.46 305.11 4 2 
53 5301 	.59.11 326.30 6 '2 
54 530.1 60.22 . 336.21 7 2 	." 
25 5301 62.42 350.47 8 2 	' 
22 5801 75.02 455.63 1 
51 5801 78.61 484.13 4 3. 
52 5801 79.90 495.16 .5 	. 3 
53 5801 81011 505.26 6 3 
54 5801 82.13 515.13 	. 7 3 	. 	. 	., 	. 

.22 2506 56.78 , 	320.46 1 4 	. 	. 
23 2506 55.15 311.83 	' '2 	' 4 
24 2506 54.60 303.32. 3 	. 4 
51 2506 52.92 291.91 4 4 
52 2506 51.50 280.82, 5 4 
54 2506 49.08 260.78 7 4 
25 2506 47.53 246.49 8 4 
23: 703 58.58 336.69 2 5 
51 703 56.01 316.76. 4 5 
52 703 54.63 305.69 5 	. 5 

.53 703 53.41 295.57 6 5 
54 703 52.02 285.67 7 	. 5 
25 703 50.65 271.39 	' 8 5 
23 501 58.26 333.52 2 ' 6 
25 501 50.29 268.22 8 	. 6 
51 501 55.63 ' 313.59 4 6 
52 501 54.25 302.52 5 6 	' 
53 501 53.01 292.41 . 6 6 
54 501 51.62 282.50 7 6 



)j 	PRINT OUT OF SQLUIIQNLS -  DATA 5EL1Q1 (CON TINUED,)_ 

DATA SET 	101 

V= 8.308 	SD V= 8.530 -2 
1/V= 0.1204 	SD'1/V .1.236 -3 

SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS= '7.444w -1 

SD OF T= 1. 692 -1 

SU.MDIJX2 	18743.852 . 

LOCATION TIME 	TERMS SD OF TT 
22 SHOT 51.354- 276.2.38/V 18.099 0.205 
23 54,674- 304.271/V 18.Q50 0.195 
24 52761- 287.632/V 18.140 0.211 
51 53.787- 298.185/V 17.896 0.194 
52 53.754- 298.170/V 17.864 0.194 
53 54.236- 302.557/V 17.819 0.196 
54 53.556- 298.139/V 17.670 0.194 
25 53. 026- 291.151/V 17.981 0.195 

6001STATION 4.161- 20.381/V 1.708 0.193 
5301 . 3,999- 16.698/V 1.989 0,193 
5801 26.017- 16.387/V 2.378 	. 0.200 
2506 -0.765- -5.453/V -0.109 0.195 

7,03 0.378- 3.219/V -0.009 0.1'?5 
501 ' 0.000- 0.000JV 0.000 0.169 

CIJ DIJ DIJX2 DELIJ. 
22 6001 -1.966 -16.219 263.064 -0.014 
23 6001 -4,005 -35.703 1274.678 0.292 
24 6001 -1.142 -10,573 111.788 0.130 
51 6001 -1.059 . 	-9.657 93.253 0.104 
52 6001 0,305 1.358 1.845 0.141 
53 6001 0.702 7.052 49,727 -0.147 
54 6001 2,343 21.310 454.098 -0.222 
25 6001 4.832 42.558 1811.172 -0.290 
22 5301 -1.874 -16.356 267.517 0.095 
52 5301 0.067 1.322 1.747 -0.092 
23 5301 -4.343 . 	-35.689 	' 1273. 737 -0.047 
24 5301 -1.460 -10.570 111.721 -0.188 
51 5301 '-1.326 -9.773 95.520 -0.150 
53 5.301 0.875 7.045 	' ' 49.631 0.027 
54 5301 2665 . 	21.373 456.807 0.093 
25 5301 5.395 42.621 1816.578 0.265 
22 5801 -2.351 -17.045 290.546 -0.300 
51. 5801 -19194 -10.443 109.054 0.063 
52 5801 0.129 0.602 0.363 0.057 
53 5801 0.857 6,315 39.885 0.097 
54 5801 2.557 20.604 424.505 0.078 
22 2506 6.190 49.625 2462.641 0.217 
23 2506 . 1.241 13.011 	' 169.298 -0.325 
24 2506 2.604 21.141 446.947 0.059 
51 2506 -0.102 -0. 823 0.677 -0.003 
52 2506 -1.489 -11.897 141.550 -0.057 



H.2 PRINT OUT OF SOLUTIONS -DATA SET ioi (CONTINUED ) 
54 2506. -3.711 - 	-31.906 1018.009 0.130 
25 2506 -4731 -394208 1537.249 -0.012 
23 703 3.528 . 	29.200 8523623 0.014 
51 703 1.844 15.355 235.790 -0.004 
52 703 0.498 44301 18.497 -0.020 
53 703 -1.205 -10.206 104.164 0.024 
54 703 -1.914 -15.688 246.113 -0.026 
25 703 -2.754 -22.980 528.068 0.012 
23 501 3,586 29,249 855 .477 0,066 
25 501 -2.736 -22.931 525.815 0.024 
51 501 1.843 	. 15.'05 237.300 -0.012 
52 501 0,496. , 	4.350- 18.919. -0.027 
53 501 -1.226 -10.147 102.961 -0.005 	: 
54 501 	. . . -1.936. -15.639 244,576 -0.053 

501 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

LOCATION SOEL2 SD OF DATA 2SD OF IT (iSO 	OF IT) 
22 4 1.4628 -1 2.2088 -1 1.1040 -1 2.0490 -1 
'23 5 .1.9770 -1 2.2230 -1 9.9430 -2 1.9540 -1 

( 	 24 3 5.5740 -2 1.6690 -1 9.6380 -2 2.1128 -1 
51 6 3.7330 -2 8.6418 -2 3.5280 -2 1,9360 -1 
52 6 3.6020 -2 8.4870 -2 3,4658 -2 199360 -1 
53 5 .....3.211,8 -2 .8.9600 2 	. 4,0070 -2 .1.9560 1 
54 6. 8.4188 -2 1.2980 -1' 5.2978 -2 1.9368 -1 
25 5 1.5500-1 1.9690 -1 8.8040 -2 1.9548.-I 

6001 8 2.8828 -1 2.0290 -1 7.1748 -2 1.9320 -1 
5301 8 1.5688 -1 1.4970 -1 5.2920 -2. 1.9328 -1 
5801 5 1.1230 -1. 1.6760 -1 7.4930 -2 1.9958 -1 
2506 , 7 1.7648 -1 1.7158 -1 6.4818 -2 1.9510 -1 
703 6 1.9528 -3 1.9768 -2 8.066@1 -3. 1.9540 -1 
501 7 8.6648 -3 3.8000 -2 1.4360 -2 1.6928 -1 

LOCATION D8AR . SDTV . ISDTV 	' 2SDTV 
22 4 333029 4.1198 -1 4,6018 -1 42650 -1 
23 5 311.25 3.8470 -1. 4.3150 -1 30

.
9730 '-1 

24 3 298.17 3.6858 	-1 4.2478 -1 3.8098 -1 
51 6 336.73 .4.1620 -1 4.590@ -1. . 	4.1770 -1 
52 6 336.71 4.1610 -1 4.5908 -I 4.176@ -1 
53 5 349.91 .4.3248 	-1, 4.7468 -1 4.3430 -1 
54 6 336.69 4.1618 -1 '4.5890,-i 4,1958 -1 
25 5 298.13 3.6858 -1, 4.171@ -1 3.7880 -1 

6001 8 .314.95 3.8928 -1 4. 3468 -1 3.9588 -1 
5301 8 311.24 3,8478 -1 4.3058 -1 3.8838 -1,  
5801 5 491.06 6.0690 -1 6.3898 -1 6.1150 -1 
2506 7 287.94 3.5590 -1 4.0580 -1 3.6170 -3. 
'703 6 301.96 3.7328 -1 4.2128 -1 3.7330 -1 
501 . 	7 256. 11 3.158 -1 3.5898 -1 3.1680 -1 

(29),  



2 PRINTOUT OF SOLUTIONS -DATA SET 101 (CONTINUED) 

DATA SET 	10. 	DISTRIBUTION OP RESXOUALS 

0.000000 0lO00000000 0000000000000 00G00 0000000000000000000 

1 	 0 

0 	 1 	 0 

1 
011 	11 	 10 

0 	 1 	11• 	 11 	1 
2 	1 	ii 	 0 

1------11-2-1111------------------------------------------ 
12 	 0 

0 	 1 	 0 

1 	 0 

0 	 1 	 1 
0000000000000010000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

DISTRIBUTION BY DISTANCE AND SIZE 
RANGE OF X AXIS IS 246049 TO 51513 
RANGE OF V AXIS IS -0325 TO 	0,292 

c30 ). 

----0 ++++-++++++++++++++++++ 

DISTRIBUTION BY SIZE 
RANGE OF X AXIS IS -O325 TO 0.292 
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I: DATA SET 71 - SOLUTIONS 

DATA SET 	71 

v= 5.596 	SD V= 2.1038 -1 
1/V= 0.1787 	SD 1/V= 6.714.8 -.3 

SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS 2.2090 1 

SD OF T= 1.4170 -1 

SUMDIJX2 	445,504 

LOCATION TIME 	TERMS SD 	OF 	TT 
56 10.952- 19.026/V 7.552 0.166 
50 57.938- 15.903/v 55096 0.168 
41 33.444- 14.023/V 30,938 0.168 
42 46.836- 13.579/V 44.409 0.168 

2(AU) -0.295- -1.613/V• -0.007 0.174 
3BL 2.737- 15.484/v -0.030 0174 
4(GL) 4.702-27.529/V -0.218 0.174 
6(BH) 3.122- 17.469/v 0.000 0.174 
1(ED) 0.000- 0.000/v 0.000 0.142. 

CIJ D1J D I J X 2 D E L I J 
56 	2 0.583 1.388 1,926 0.335 
56 	3 0.581 3.810 14.517 -0.100 
56 	4 0.386 2.775 7.702 -0.110 
56 	6 -1.904 -10.015 100.299 -0.115 
56 	1 0.358 2.044 4.180 -0.007 
50 	2 1.257 7.690 59.132 -0.117 
50 	3 0.395 2.112 4.461 0.018 
50 	4 -0.350 -2.383 5.677 0.076 
50 	6 -1.000 -6.163 37.981 0.101 
50 	1 -0.298 -1.253 1.571 -0.074 
41 	2 -0.689 -3.070 9.426 -0.140 
41 	3 -0.261 -1.868 3.488 0.053 
41 	4 -0.006 -0.003 0.000 -0.006 
41 	6 1.044 5.747 33.031 0.017 
41 	1 -0.064 -0.803 0.645 0.079 
42 	2 -1,151 -6.006 36.072 -0.077 
42 	3 -0.6.93 -4.054 16.431 0.031 
42 	4 -0.028 -0.388 0.151 0.042 
42 	6 1.862 10.431 103.813 -0-002 
42 	1 0.014 0.021 0.000 0.010 

0.000. 0.000 0.000 0.000 

(32) 



('33) 

I; DATA SET 71 	SOLUflONS (CONTINUED) 

LOCATION SDEL2 SD 	OF 	DkTA 2SD 	OF IT (15D 	OF TT) 

56 5 	1.476 -1 1.92i -1 8.5920 -2 1.677 -1 
50 5 	3,542 -2 9.411a -2 4.2090 -2 1.6770 -1 
41' 5 	2905 -2 3522o -2 3.8110 -2 1.6779 -1 
42 5 	8.8140 -3 4.6940 -2 2.099 -2 .1.6770 -1 

2 4 	1.5178 -1 2.2490 -1 1.1240 -1 1.7360 -1 
3 4 	1.404o -2 6.8410 -2 3.4200 -2 1.7368 -1 
4 4 	1.9610 -2 8.064a -2 4.0429 -2 1.736@ -1 
6 4 	2.365c9 -2 8.8780 -2 4.4399 2 1 .7369 -1 
1 5 	1191 -2 5.4579 -2 2.4410 -2 1.4170 -1 

LOCATION DOAR SDTV 1 SDTV 2SDTV 

56 5 	30.80 2.0680, 	-1 2.662o -1 2.2390 -1 
50 5 	27.68 1.8580 	-1 2.5039 -1 1.9050 1 
41 5 	25.60 1 .732@ 	-1 2.4119 -1 1.7749 -1 
42 5 	25.35 1-702a 	-1 2.3900 -1 1.7150 -1 

2 4 	14.02 9.414@ 	2' 1.975@ -1 1.466q 1 
3 4 	31.12 2.0390 	-1 2.7160 71 2.1178 -1 
4 4 	43.16 2.898 	-1 3-3780 -1 2.9269 -1 
6 4 	33.10 2.223 	-1' 2.820o -.1 	. 2.2678 -1 
1 5 	12.51 8.3980 	-2 1.6470 -i 8.7460 -2 



DATA SET TI SOLUTIONS 	(CONTINUE ) 

DATA SET 	71 	DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDUALS 

1 ________________________________________ 

1 
- 	 1 	 •1 	 1 

1 	 1 	1 	1 
1 ---------1 --------------------------2 ---------- 

1 	 1 

- - .1 ...................................................... 

DISTRIBUTIONBY DISTANCE AND SIZE 
RANGE OF X AXIS IS 	5.96 TO 49.33 
RANGE OF Y AXIS Is —0.140 TO 	0.335 

co 
i:6) 

DISTRIBUTION BY SIZE 
RANGE OF X AXIS IS —0.140 TO 0.335 



(35) 

J. 	SOLUIION OF DATA SEL 2  (UNTIME D LOWNE TJA_EST -WEST) 
EXPECTED NUMBER OF 	OBSERVATIONS = 	15 ACTUAL NUN3ER 	COUNTED 
EXPECTED NUMBER OP 	SPOTS 10 ACTUAL NUMBER 	COUNTED 	3 
EXPECTED NUMBER OF 	STATIONS = 	10 ACTUAL NUMBER 	COUNTED 	= 	4 

41 2 32.46 	9.34 1 1 
41 3 35.90 	27.64 1 2 
41 4 38.14 	41.55 1 3 
41 1 33.38 	13.22 1 4 
37 2 35.61 	37.11 2 1 
37 1 37.66 	48.28 2 4 
51 3 5,48 	42.61 3 2 
51 4 1,86 	25.31 3 3 
51 1 7.19 	53.86 3 4 

DATA SET 	82 

V= 5.630 	 SD V= 1.480 -1 
i/V= 0.1776 	SD 1/V= 4.6716 -3 

SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS= 3.5906 -2 

SD OF T= 1,3406 -1 

SU IMP 1JX2 	822.801 

LOCATION TIME 	TERMS SD 	OF 	ir 
41 35.535- 25.801/v 30,952 0.167' 
37 38.001- 50.044/V 29.112 0.176 
51 4.692- 39.513/ 1,/ -2.326 0.171 

2(AU) -2.733- -14,697/V -0.122 0,125 
3(13L) 0.576- 2.463/v 0.138 0.186 
4 (6L -0.104- 0.773/v -0.241 0.186 
1 (EDt) 0.000- 0.000/V 0,000 0.134 

CIJ DIJ DIJX2 DELIJ 
41 2 -0,342 -1.764 3.111 -0.029 
41 3 -0.211 -0.629 0.396 -0.100 
41 4 2.709 14.976 	' 224.279 0.049 
41 1 -2 .15 -12.581 158.290 0.080 

7 2 0.342 1.764 3.112 0.023 
37 1 -0.341 -1.764 3.110 -0.023 
51 3 0.211 0.629 0.396 0.100 
51 4 -2.709 -14.976 224.270 -0.049 
51 1 2.498 14.347 205,838 -0.051 

1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 



I 36). 

J 	DATA SET 82 	.- SOLUTIONS (CONTINUED ) 

LOCATION SDEL2 Sb 	OF 	DATA 2SD 	OF TT (1SD 	OF IT) 
41 4 1.948 -2 8.057 -2 4.0298 -2 . 	1.6660 -1 
37 2 1592 -3 3.990 -2 2.821 -2 1.761 -1 
51 3 1.484. -2 8.613 -2 4.972 -2 1.714 -1 

2 2 1 .632o -3 4.040 -2 2.857o -2 1 .851' -1 
3- 2 1 .984 ri, -.2 1 .4080 -1 9.9598 -2 1 .362o -1 
.4 2 4720 -3 6.8700 -2 4.3588 -2 1 .862@ -1 
1 4 9.714o -3 5.6903 -2 2.8453 -2 1 .340@ -1 

LOCATION OBAR S D T V 1SDTV 2SDTV - 
41 4 22.94 1 .071 	1 1 .980O -1 1 .145 -1 
37 2 42.69 1.994 	-1 2.660o -1 2.0146 -1 
51 3 40.59 1 .8968 	-1 2.5563 -1 1 .960E' -1 

2 2 .23.22 1.0853 	-1 2.146o -1 1.1228 -1 
3 	. 2 35.12 1.641@ 	-1 2.4323 -1 1.919a, -1 
4 2 33.43 1.561 F, 	-1 .2.4303 -1 1.6350-1 
1 4 28.84 . 1347.-1 1.9003 -1 .1.3776. -1 

DATA SET 	82 : DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDUALS 

1 

--------------------------------------------------------- 

1 	 . 
- 	 1 
- 	 . 	1 

I ........... ........................ 

DISTRIBUTTON BY DISTANCE AND SIZE 
RANGE OF X AXIS IS 	9.34 TO 53.86 
RANGE OF Y AXIS IS -0.100 TO 	0.100 

F" 	@ @ @0 @ @ @ @ 	 330300 	300303 
. -Otf++++++++++++++++++++ 

DISTRIBUTION BY SIZE 
RANGE OF X AXIS IS -0.100 TO 0.100 
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0L0OL 

I-U ILIW 
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K 	DATA SET 	O'- SOLUTIONS 

DATA 	SET 80 . 

V 	5.785 SD 	v= 	1.438 1 
1/V 	0.1729 	SD 1/V 	4.296a -3 	. 

SUM 	OF 	SQUARED 	RESIDUALS 	6.582 -1 

SD 	OF 	T= 2.095 	-1 . 

SUMDIJX2. 2377.686 . 

LOCATION TIME 	TERMS SD 	OF 	TT 
23 . 23.392- 44.533/v. 15.693 0.242 

S 	
37 36.943- 44.975/V 29.168 0.252 
43 	. . 	.57.045- 41.518/v 49.868 0.251 
51 6.099- 47.099/V -2,043 0.252 
55 	S  8.239- 29.328/V 3.168 0.251 
46 54.132- 50.167/V 45,459 0.258. 
61 35.399- 43.116/V 27.945 0.252 
52 . 	38.888- 48.395/v 30.522 0.245 

2(AU). -1.457- -9.041/V 0.106 0.242 
3(8L) -0962- -4.617/v -0.164 0.239 

-2787- -14.903/v -0.211 	. . 	0.251 
5(AB) -1.422- -6.991/V -0.214 0.285 
6(BH) -2.425- -13.848/V -0,031 0.264 
.l(EDI) 0.000- 0.000/v 0.000 0.209 

CjJ DIJ 	.. D I J X 2 D E L I J 
23 	2. . 	0.305 3.218 	. 10.354 -0.251 
23 	3 1.431 7.503 56.302 0.133 
23 	4 3.385 . 	19.050 362.897 0.092 . 

37 	5 . 	-1.540 .-7-754 60.123 .. -0.200 
23 	6 -2.437 -14.176 	. 200.946 0.014 
23 	1 -2.682 -15.593 243 	148 0.014 
37 	2 0.124 1.176 1.384 -0.079 
37 	6 0.702 3.273 10.713 0.137 
37 	.1 0.717 . 	3.305 	. 10.926 0.146 
43 	2 -0.978 -6.917 47.849 0.218 
43 	3 0.817 5.258 	. .27.651 -0.092 
43 	1 0.165 1.662 2.761 . 	-0.122 	

5. 

51 	3 0.343 0.127 0.016 0.321 • 

51 	. 	4 :1-1 .432 i•:6.88: 	. 47.421 -0.242 
51 	1 1.091 6.76T 45-706"'-0.078 
55 	2 1.028 4.91 24.134 0.179 

. 
. 	 55 	3 . 1.346 . 	'6.102• .37.231 . 	-0.291 	 5 

. 	 55 	1 0.321 1192 1.420 0.115 
46 	2 -3.485 -20.436 617.630 0.048 
46 	'3 '.0.210 1780____ 3.5167 	.. -0.097 	. 	-- 
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K. DATA SET 	80- SOLUTIONS (CONTINUED) 

46 5 -* 	1.540 7.754 60.120 0.200 - 

46 ., 	6 . 	1.733. 10.901 113.824 -0.151 S  

61 3 0.663 4.191 17.562 -0.061 
61 4 	. -1.052 -6.683 44.661 0.103 
61 1 0.391 2.494. 6.220 -0.040 
52 2 3.009 18.046 325.649 -0.111 
52 3 -2.116 -12.759 162.781 0.090 
52 .4 -0.901 -5.482 30.054 0.047 
52 1 0.01.2 0.195 0.038 -0.022 

1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0.00. 

LdCATION S D E L 2 SD 	OF 	DATA 2 S D 	OF TI (,ISD 	OF IT) 
23 5 8.977 -2 1.498@ -1 6.700 -2 2.422 -1 
37. :4 8.622 -2 1.695 -1 8.477 -2 2.519 -1 
43 3 7..068 -2 1.880.-1 05 -1 2.5.11 @ -1 

. 5 ,  . 	 51 3•. 1.676 -1 2.895a -1 .' 	1'.672i -1 2.520 @ -1 55 5 
3• . 	1.303 @ -1 . 	2.552 -1 1.474 -1 2. 51 lol 1 

46 4 7.461 -2 . 	1.577 -1 7.885 -2 2.582 @ 1 
61 3 1.600 -2 8.945i -2 5.1641 -2 2.520 -1 

52 
4 2.302 2 8.759 -2 4.380 -2 2.451w -1 

2 .6 1.633 -1 1.807 ' 7379 -2 2.425 • -1 
3 .7 2.357 -i 1.982 -' 7.491 -2 2.385 -1 

. 	4 4.'.  .7.962 -2 1.629 -1. 8.146 -2 2.507 @-1 
5 2 7.993 -2 . 	2.827 -1 1.999 -1. 2.852w -1 
6 3 4.1756) -2 1.445 1' 8.342 -2 2.6446) -1 

• .. 	• 	. 	... 	.. 	,'., 	, 	1 8' 5.7906) 2 9.0946) -2 3.2156) 2 2.0956) -1 

LOCATION OBAR SDTV 1SDiv 2SDTV 
.23 5 36.05 1.549 	1" 2.8756) -1 1.6886) -1 
37 4 37.50 1.6116) 	-1 2.9906) -1 1.8216) -1 
43 3 36.97 1.5886)-I 2.-9716) 1 1.9246) -1 
51 . 	3 .. ' 40.59 1.744a 	-i • 3.065 -1 2.4166) -1 

5 3 . 1.0646) 	-1 2.7276) 1 	. 1.8186) -1 
46 4 . 	41 .54 . 1.7856) 	1 • 3.1396) -1 , 	1.9516) -1 
61 3 36.61 • 1.5736J 	-1 2.9716) -1 1.6556) -1 
52 4 . 	41.25 • 1.772 	1 3.0256) -1 1.3266) 1 

..2 6 .34.11 ' 1.465 	-i .. 2.8336) -1 1..646).1 
3 7 38.83 1.6686) 	-1 2.9116) -1 1.8296) -1 
4 4 30.88 1.3276) 	-1 2.8366) -1 1.5576) -1 
5 2 40.58 1.743 	1' '3.3426) 1 2.6526) -1 ........3 32.71 .1.405-1 2.9956) 1.6346) -1 
1 8 37.37 1.6066) 	-1 2.6396) -1 1.6376) 1 
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:DAT4 SET 80 	SOLUTIONS (CONTINUED) 

DATA SET 	80. 	DISTRIBUTION OF' RESIDUALS 

a a a - i a a a..•. a.... a, a a.U. al I. as a 5.11.... •i..5... . a.  ale ala 

a 

' 	'1. 	.,, 	 ' 	 I 	. 
.,,' 	I 	' 	' 	,11 	 . 

. 	1.. 	1 
1 ----------------- I.------------ ------------------------------ 

2 
----- ------- 

2 	 1 
a 	 ,- 	 1 	 ' a 

. 	-- 	•.•1 	 .- 	 'I 

.- 

a a .1 a a a a a a • a a • • a, a . 	. • a 	• • 	. a a a a a . a . . a • a • • • • • I .e . . 

DISTRIBUTION BY DISTANCE AND SIZE 	 ' 
RANGE OF X AXIS IS 16.51 TO 57.40 
RANGE OF YAXISIS 	0.291'TO'0o321..' •-. .• 

• 	 •. 
:@@a 	 @@@@@@, 

, 	-- 	
a 

-------------------------- 

DISTRIBUTION BY SIZE 	• . 	. 	• 	 - 
- RANGE OF X AXIS I •-b291 	TO 0.321 . 	- •• 	• 



H ACCRA EARTHQUAKE OF 9TH  FEB. 1969(STATIONS RECORDING) 

EPICENTER : LATITUDE 	5.547N ± 5.9KM 

LONOITUE 	0122W± 5.3K 

MAGNtTUDE 4.9 (u.SC..S.) 

Code Station Locaticn 

AV1 Averroes thorocco 
ALE Alert North :Jc't Territory, Canada. 
BUL Bulawayo Rhodesia 
BAR Brasilia Brazil 	South American Array. 
0Th Chiredzi Rhodesia 
CLL Colimberg Germany 
DOU Dourbas Belgium 
G--IC C-nrchy France 
I F Ifrane Morocco 
KHC Kasperake Czechoslovakia 
KER Karoi - Rhodesia 
LFI Lasa F Ring Montana 2  U.S.A. 

ilLoU.Ld Bay Canada 
MOX Moxa Germany 
ilrp North Pole Canada 
NUR Nurmjarvi Finland 
ThU ?ruhonice Czechoslovakia 
RES Resolute Bay Canada. 
SOD Sodankyla Finland 
UP? Uppsala Sweden 
WMO Wichita Mountains O11dahoma 2  U.S.A. 

Asterisks show stations recording good clear p phases. 
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TABLE Z 

List of Located Local Events 

Date Source Station Pairs Loàation Error 

14i2.68 Quarry 2x9 BH - EDI 320/688 1.8km 
AU- EDT 

21h 12.68 Quarry 2 x 9 BR - EDT 322/688 0.7 km 
GL - BE 

1.69 Quarry 2 x 6 BR - EDT 317/687 0.5 km 
BH - GL 

114. 	1.69 Quarry 2 x 6 EDT - BR 317/687 0.5 km 
BR - GL 

16. 	1.69 "Barfoot" a -  BH 306/681 0,6 km 
Naval Shot GL - BR 
Blackness 
560 00' 50" N 
30 	

29' 15" w 

11. 	2.69 "Endsloig" BR - EDT 318/683 0.5 km 
Naval Shot BE 	AU 
Dalgety Bay 
560  01' hi" N 
30 19' 38" w 

1. 	3.69 Quarry 2 x 3 EDT - BR 320/700 1.0 km 
EDT - GL 

3.69 Quarry 2 z 3 EDT - BR 318/696 1.0 km 
BL - BR 

10. 	3.69 Quarry 2 x 3 AU - BR 318/696 14.0 km 
EDT - BE 

114. 	3.69 Quarry 2 x 3 EDT - BH 317/697 3.3 km 
AV - BR 

21+. 	3.69 Quarry 2 x 3 EDT - AU 318/698 2.7 km 
EDI- BR 

214. 	3.69 Quarry 2 x 3 EDT - BR 320/698 1.2 km 
BR - EL 

(1 I4) 



Date Source Station Pairs Location Error 

214. 	3.69 Quarry 2 x 3 AU - EDI 317/697 4,2 Ion 
BL - BH 

214. 	3.69 Quarry 2 x 3 BL - Bit 320/697 2.2 km 
ATJ -EDI 

214. 	3.69 Quarry 2 x 3 EDI - AU 320/698 1.2 km 
EDT - Bit 

214. 	3,69 Quarry 2 x 3 EDI - Bit 322/700 1,0 km 
B}I -BL 

211. 	3.69 Quarry,  14 z 2a Bit - AU 3114/673 1.6 km 
Bit -EDT 

214. 	3.69 Quarry 14 x 2a Bit - AU 316/673 2,8 km 
GL 	BL 

24k.3..69 Quarry 14 x 2a G 	- EL 315/673 2,2 Ion 
Bit- EDT 

27. 3.69 Quarry 2 x 3 EDT - BH 317/697 14.2 km 
EDT - AU 

27. 3.69 Quarry 2 x 3 Bit - BL 317/698 3.6 km 
EDT - AU 

27. 3.69 Quarry 2 x 3 Bit - BL 315/697 1.2 km 
EDT - Bit 

27. 3.69 Quarry 2 x 3 Bit - BL 320/698 1.2 km 
EDT - AU 

27. 3.69 Quarry 2 x 3 Bit - EDT 320/698 1.2  km 
EDT - AU 

21. 	14.69 Quarry 2 x 3 EDT - Bit 319/698 1.8 km 
AU - EN 

21. 	14.69 Quarry 2 x 3 AU - EDI 319/698 1.8 km 
BL - AU 

(45) 



Date Source Station Pairs Location Error 

l.6.69 Quarry 5x5 AU - EL 644/323 3.8 km 
EDI - EL 

9. 6.69 Quarry 2 x 9 BR - EDT 688/320 1.8 kin 
BL -, GL 

13. 6.69 Quarry I x 3 EDT - BR 7314/3145 2.0 kin 
EDIDU 

13. 6.69 Quarry 1 x 3 EDT - BE 7314/3146 3.0 km 
Bli - DU 

19. 	6.69 Quarry 2 x 9 BR - GL 690/323 1.8  km 
EDT - BR 

19. 6.69 Quarry 2 x 9 EDT - GL 690/323 1.8 km 
EDT 	BE 

3. 6.69 Quarry 14 x 2a EDT - BR 6714/315 14.1' 	kin 
AU - EDT 

3. 6.69 Quarry 14  x 2a BE 	AU 672/313 1.3 km 
BE - EDT 

9. 7.69 Quarry 3 x 5 BR - AB 279/685 1.0 km 
AU - BE 

17. 7,69 Quarry 2 x 9 AU - GL 323/689 1.2 km 
EDI-AB 

19. 8.69 'Quarry 24  x 2a EL - AU 313/668 2.7 km 
BL - EDT 

19. 8.69 'Quarry 14  x 2a EDT - EL 313/668 2.7 km 
BL - AU 

9.69 Quarry 2 x 3 EDT - AU 322/699 1.14 kin 
EDI - BH 

5. 9.69 Quarry 2 x 3 EDT - AU 322/699 1.14 kin 
EDT * BR 

(1 6) 



K-,  

(147) 

Date Source Station Pairs Location Error 

13-10.69 Quarry 14 x 2b EDT - BL 313/667 Ez 0.5 km 
BR - EDI 

114.10.69 'Quarry 2 x 3 EDT 322/700 E 1.8 km 
EDT - BR 

21.10.69 Quarry 14 x 3b AB - AU 2814/665 B 	1.5 km 
AU - BR 

21.10.69 Quarry 14 x 31 - AU 285/665 E 1.6 km 
AB - BR 

20,10.69 Quarry 2 x 3 EDT - CL 321/699 B = 0.5 km 
EDT - EL 

21.10.69 Quarry 2 x 3 EDI - BE 322/700 B = 1.8 km 
CL - EDT 

22.10.69 Quarry 2 x 3 EDT - BR 323/700 B = 2.5 km 
CL - EDT 

31.10,69 Quarry 2 x 6 EDT - BR 317/687 B = 0.6 km 
AU - BR 

31.10.69 Quarry 2x6 BL - BR 316/687 E1,3km 
AU - BR 

31.10.69 Quarry 2 x 6 BL - BR 316/687 B = 1.3 km 
EDI - BE 


